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Keeping the World Flowing

Improving
efficiency &
minimising
downtime
It’s in our DNA

For sixty years our customers
have relied on Rotork for
innovative and dependable
flow control solutions.
Rotork products and services
help companies in the oil & gas,
water & waste water, power,
marine, mining, chemical,
pharmaceutical and food
industries around the world.

T +44 (0)113 256 7922

Rotork Innovation
Pakscan P4 introduces ultra-fast network control
for valve actuators
• Up to four networks on one master station
• Intuitive user interface, multiple host connectivity
• Seamless redundancy, low cost installation
• Asset management and datalogging

Get the facts. Find your nearest Rotork office at rotork.com

E information@rotork.com

W rotork.com

Improve Efficiency | Assure Safety | Protect the Environment
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Decisions, Decisions
To those receiving this valve industry magazine
for the first time – welcome. We very much
hope you enjoy it, and also our Annual
Review of BVAA activities at its centre.

T

o our more established readers, welcome to the 40th issue of this publication! Or put another way, our 10th
Anniversary edition.
I remember well the discussions
surrounding whether or not BVAA
should embark upon such an exercise
as producing a glossy magazine. It
was a tough decision, requiring not
inconsiderable time and resource, at a
time of scarce funds, and not to say a fair
amount of courage.
We shepherded together 24 pages for
Issue 1 – itself three times the size of
our previous newsletter. Ten years on we
regularly tip the scales at 80+ pages. A
good call, and not bad at all for a trade
association-led journal.
Of course there have been some decisions
we’ve also come to regret. Overall however
we as an association are in much better
shape than ten years ago, and a fair bit
of credit must go to this mouthpiece and
shop-front, Valveuser.
Tough decisions still abound however.
Lately our Business Development Group
has signed-off on the awarding of the
biggest contract in our history, for a
new set of much needed, professionallyprepared market reports. The start of
another journey.

I remember a former Chairman of the
BVAA and I debating a particularly taxing
issue once. As I hesitated, with wisdom
and experience far greater than mine, he
gently coaxed me with ‘a decision must be
made Rob. Whether what you choose is
right or wrong we cannot forecast, but you
must make it.’ I too was about ‘40’ at the
time and it’s a piece of insightful advice
I’ve never forgotten. Unlike the longforgotten topic, which I guess puts it into
perspective.
Big decisions are all around us as an
industry at the moment. ‘Brexit means
Brexit’ we are told, only the manner of it is
now to be debated, but confidence seems
higher now in industry than when that
shock decision was announced.
Interesting to note we have a Prime
Minister that none of us voted into post,
who is, I think most would agree, rather
the antithesis of Donald Trump, and yet
has been handed one of the biggest issues
in this country for over half a century.
As I write the USA Presidential
inauguration is about to take place, and
that incumbent’s selection is a decision
only time will tell is the much-touted
‘good call’ by the right, or the disaster
others expect. Let’s see how he does after
‘40 issues!’

World Class Independent
Valve & Actuator Training
One-day training courses from leading
industry professionals. Independent courses.
No sales pitch, just quality, technical training.
Introduction to Valves - Monday 3rd April 2017
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Introduction to Actuators - Tuesday 4th April 2017
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Control Valves - Wednesday 5th April 2017
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Safety Valves - Thursday 6th April 2017
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Introduction to Hydraulics - Monday 10th April 2017
Held at the National Fluid Power Centre, Worksop
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00

Introduction to Electrics - Monday 12th April 2017
Held at the National Fluid Power Centre, Worksop
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Valves – Advanced Level (2 day course)
Monday 24th & Tuesday 25th April 2017
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
PED / ATEX Directives - Wednesday 26th April 2017
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Safety Integrity Levels (SILs) - Thursday 27th April 2017
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
All prices exclude VAT

Introduction to Pneumatics - Monday 11th April 2017
Held at the National Fluid Power Centre, Worksop
Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00

BOOK NOW!
Online: www.bvaa.org.uk/training_courses.asp
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
Tel:
01295 221270
For full details on each course, visit:
www.bvaa.org.uk/training_courses.asp
Tel:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

+44 (0)1295 221 270
+44 (0)1295 258 893
enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
www.bvaa.org.uk

British Valve and Actuator Association Limited
1A Banbury Office Village
Noral Way
Banbury
OX16 2SB

FAX BACK
01295 258 893

BOOKING FORM

BVAA Training Courses: Spring 2017
Please complete the form and return to Barbra Homer.
For full details on each course, visit www.bvaa.org.uk/training_courses.asp
Introduction to Valves - Monday 3rd April 2017 - Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Introduction to Actuators - Tuesday 4th April 2017 - Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Control Valves - Wednesday 5th April 2017 - Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Safety Valves - Thursday 6th April 2017 - Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Valves – Advanced Level (2 day course) - Monday 24th & Tuesday 25th April 2017 Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
PED / ATEX Directives - Wednesday 26th April 2017 - Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Safety Integrity Levels (SILs) - Thursday 27th April 2017 - Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00

Held at the National Fluid Power Centre, Worksop:
Introduction to Hydraulics - Monday 10th April - Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Introduction to Pneumatics - Tuesday 11th April - Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
Introduction to Electrics - Wednesday 12th April - Members: £260.00 | Non Members: £390.00
All prices exclude VAT

Delegate Name:

Course Required:

Email:

Company Name:
Address:

Contact Name:

Contact No.

Email:
Payment Method (please tick) Cheque (enc)

Credit Card

Name Card:
Total Amount:
Card No:
Expiry Date:

Maestro Issue No:

Signature:

3 Digit Security Code:

Card Type:

(Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Visa Electron/Solo)

British Valve and Actuator Association Limited, 1A Banbury Office Village, Noral Way, Banbury OX16 2SB
Tel: +44 (0)1295 221 270 | Fax: +44 (0)1295 258 893 | Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk | Web: www.bvaa.org.uk

NEWS

AGM 2016

Declan Curry addressing the BVAA AGM

Despite an anticipated reduction in
attendees, due to the current economic
climate, there was no drop in quality
in either the venue or speakers at the
BVAA AGM cluster of meetings, held at
Stapleford Park on November 17/18.

the content of the global markets forecast recently commissioned
by BVAA, with the added bonus of a presentation on the prospects
for the industry.
Topping it off were the BVAA Future Leaders Group, who gave an
overview of how this pilot programme had helped them and their
companies, which certainly stimulated a lot of interest in the wider
membership.
Not forgetting of course BVAA’s 77th Annual General Meeting –
a huge achievement in itself - and the associated committee
activity reports.

ur sponsors Asco, Heap & Partners, Hobbs Valve, Kent
Introl, Rotork and SACO all helped magnificently to ensure it
was a superb event.

O

Eagerly awaited by all however was the black-tie Annual Ball,
as ever generously supported by Rotork with their champagne
reception, the wine sponsored by Hobbs Valve and the everpopular photo booth supported by SACO.

Former BBC Breakfast presenter Declan Curry delighted members
with some wry observations of the current UK and global political
scene, while Oxford Economics speaker Jeremy Leonard explained

With big-hearted generosity, members also raised a whopping
£500.00 for Children In Need, a huge amount from a relatively
small group.
SPRING 2017 | 7
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View from
the Other Side
Chris Warnett CEng MIMechE, is president of CPLloyd Consulting Inc. (www.cplloydconsulting.com.),
providing marketing and applications expertise for the valve automation industry and its customers.
He has over 38 years of engineering, sales and marketing experience in valve automation. Chris is the
author of the Amazon.com best-selling book “Valve actuators”. The book can be found online at
www.createspace.com/5327931

For the Want of a Stem Nut
• For the want of due care the stem nut
was lost

For example, this means that an actuator
generating an output of 1,000W and using
a 30% efficient stem nut mechanism will
only deliver 300W to the valve stem.

• For the want of the stem nut the valve
was lost

So what happens to the other 700W?

With apologies to Benjamin Franklin:

• For the want of the valve the pipeline
was lost

Stem nut wear

I

t is a fact well known that all mechanical
devices wear out eventually. For any
machine, at the end of its life, the ideal
outcome would be to have all parts wear
out or fail at the same time, this would
give the maximum operational life to the
machine. But in our imperfect world, some
parts are bound to fail before others.
Fortunately, with rigorous design discipline
most of the weak links can be designed
out or mitigated by redundancy, but there
is inevitably one weaker link in the chain
of reliability. If this single component has
no redundancy and is susceptible to wear
or neglect, then failure of the machine will
occur. Such a situation is present in the
ubiquitous rising stem valve.
The vulnerable component is one that is not
even supplied by the valve manufacturer on
an automated valve. It’s the lowly actuator
stem nut and the failure of a stem nut could
have dire consequences.
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• For the want of the pipeline the process was lost
• For the want of the process the plant
was lost ……. You get the idea; it culminates with the apocalypse.
The simple valve stem nut is a very effective
way of transforming the rotary motion and
torque of a valve actuator into the linear
motion and thrust needed to operate a
sliding stem valve. But effectiveness does
not necessarily mean efficiency.
The efficiency of the stem nut is a direct
function of the helix angle of the thread.
The steeper the angle the more efficient
the mechanism. However, the tradeoff
is in thrust generated and stability. The
greater the angle the lower the mechanical
advantage to produce thrust. Also the stem
nut mechanism may become dynamically
reversible above 6 degrees of helix angle.
When reversibility occurs, the valve stem
may move unintentionally. So, for it to be
effective, the helix angle and the associated
mechanical efficiency of the stem nut is
deliberately kept low, nominally between
15% and 40% efficient.

Unfortunately, most of that energy is
transformed to heat at the contact point
of the threads between the stem nut and
the stem. This is not good news, heat
tends to break down lubrication and less
lubrication means more friction, which in
turn increases the heat generated. The net
result is accelerated wear at the stem nut.
If left unchecked, this spiral of deterioration
will lead to complete failure of the stem
nut. When the threads are stripped out of
the stem nut there is a loss of control over
the valves positon. For example, a gate
valve may not be able to be opened or a
heavy sluice gate may fall several meters
into its seat.

And for the want of a valve …
And so on.
Some valves are exposed to wind bourn
dust or sand, these environments
compound the vulnerability of the stem
nut mechanism to rapid wear and possible
failure.
The regular maintenance of the stem and
nut mechanism is therefore a prominent
necessity for plant service personnel. The
visual inspection of the stem to ensure

NEWS

cleanliness and proper lubrication is
essential. However, there is very little
science employed in monitoring the rate of
the stem nut wear.
Because the stem nut is inside the actuator
mechanism and inaccessible because of
the presence of the valve stem, it cannot be
directly measured. Certainly the actuator
and stem nut could be removed for an
internal caliper measurement, but that is
very time consuming, and the automated
valve would have to be taken out of service,
not a very practical solution.
One solution is to use one of the patented
stem nut wear measuring devices
that monitor the increase in stem nut
backlash. These devices can be used by
service technicians to directly measure
the stem nut backlash on any valve in the
field without removal of the actuator. This
measurement then is fed into a spreadsheet
to calculate the percentage wear. Regular
measurement will indicate the rate of wear.
Intelligent predictive maintenance can then
be applied to the valve stem lubrication. In
critical valves the replacement of the stem
nut can be timed to ensure the valve is not
taken out of service prematurely, which
would incur unnecessary cost, yet no safety
risk is taken for plant or personnel.

Valve stem contaminated lubrication

Despite the fact that so much attention is
paid to factors such as; the connectivity
and the constant monitoring of plant
equipment, predictive maintenance, plant
efficiency as well as health and safety
legislation. It is surprising that there is so
little done to monitor the actual condition

of the lowly valve stem nut. There seems to
be an assumption that all is well with the
stem nut as long as the valve is functioning
reasonable well. But should a stem nut
fail, then the repercussions could be
catastrophic, for the want of a stem nut…

Valve World Dusseldorf 2016
12,350 trade visitors
L
from 88 countries
ate November also saw the biennial
Valve World exhibition and conference
in Dusseldorf – an event that goes from
strength to strength. Certainly the show
statistics bear that out; 400 conference
attendees, 20,000 square metres of space,
725 exhibitors from 40 countries, 12,350
trade visitors from 88 countries – indeed
70% of visitors came from overseas, a
telling statistic for anyone contemplating
whether or not to exhibit.

BVAA again took its usual Group Stand,
right at the centre of the show, and it
was another tremendous success for the
Association. We were again joined by the
VMA, our USA counterparts, and both
associations had members co-exhibiting
around the periphery of the stand. The
BVAA café/lounge was extremely busy
again, a welcome respite for those with
sore feet and parched throats, or just
wanting to catch up with customers,
friends and colleagues.

We also hosted the ‘British Reception’
– well attended as always with over 150
guests supping the great Hook Norton
ales we export especially, while being
addressed by BVAA Chairman David Millar
and Messe Dusseldorf Director, FriedrichGeorg Kehrer.

David Millar, Rob Bartlett and Friedrich-Georg Kehrer at the British Reception.
SPRING 2017 | 9
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BVAA’s Mad Hatters
How far can you go wearing a BVAA Hat?
Competition
Here’s Adam McNally of
KOSO Kent Introl wearing his
BVAA hat in front of the most
stunning and picturesque
view. Can you guess where he
is? The first correct answer
to isobel@bvaa.org.uk wins a
£50 charitable donation to the
charity of your choice.

WIN

£50
For Charity

Competition WINNER!
In Valve User Magazine Issue 39 we
gave you this picture of BVAA Director
Rob Bartlett and asked you to guess
which jet he was visiting.
Colin Wait of Red Dragon correctly
guessed it was the F4 Phantom – well
done Colin!
A £50 cheque has since been sent to
Royal National Lifeboat Institution on
Colin’s behalf.

PAID

£50
To Charity

Charity Event? Hat up!
If you are planning an event for charity, take a picture in a BVAA hat and we’ll donate
£50 to the cause. BVAA hats available free of charge on request to isobel@bvaa.org.uk

BVAA New Members
The following companies have joined BVAA since the last issue of
Valve User Magazine
10 | SPRING 2017

Hard to Find SIL 3 Compliant Pneumatic
Instrumentation? Not Any More!

When designing and implementing
controls for pneumatic actuators in
critical control applications, it is vital
that all the component parts can have
assured reliability so that the Manufacturer
or Integrator can certify the system for
Functional Safety Level compliance.

N

ot that long ago it would have meant calls to manufacturers
asking for MTBF data that may or may not be available and
possibly resulting in project engineers having to arrange
their own reliability testing.

testing and evaluation of their regulators, filter regulators, volume
boosters, quick exhaust valves, directional control spool valves
and pressure sensing 3/2 valves that can now be used in systems
compatible with Safety Integrity Level 3.
All items are ATEX & GOST EAC certified as standard and available
for a wide range of ambient temperature ranges from -55° to
+90°C. The filter regulators, regulators, volume boosters and
quick exhaust valve sizes are from ¼” to 1” and the spool valves
from ¼” to ¾”, allowing the range to suit most actuator control
scheme design requirements from just one manufacturer.
We can now offer all of these products for use in systems up to
SIL3 and they are supplied with the relevant certificate, technical
report and safety manual containing the element data needed
to complete your system calculations for SIL compliance. Why
risk untested components or mixing brands to achieve your
certification requirements, when it is all available by Sitecna®
from Red Dragon?

Since the publication of Functional Safety standards such as
IEC 61508 and IEC 61511 and increasing customer demand for
documentary proof of compliance to these standards, this data
and suitably tested products are more common but we still
see instances where some components are not yet available with
SIL compatibility.
Sitecna® SRL, the Italian manufacturer of corrosion resistant,
ATEX certified air preparation and flow control solutions, took
feedback from their customers and engaged TÜV Rheinland to
test and certify all their common pneumatic components for valve
actuation to these standards. The result was successful FMEDA

Tel: +44(0)1443 772500
Email: sales@reddragonvalves.co.uk
Web: www.reddragonvalves.co.uk
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MAKE THE CONNECTIONS
THAT MATTER AT EUROPE’S
LEADING UPSTREAM EVENT
• Meet over 13,000 of our visitors that don’t attend
any other industry exhibition
• Don’t miss any connections – we’re the only event
to offer MyEvent, an interactive visitor directory to
reach 1,000s of your target audience before, during
and after the event

“Fantastic from start to finish.
The quality of leads we received
from the 4 days was better than
we’d ever expected.”

• Connect with the 5,000 senior professionals from
across the world attending the SPE Produced
Keynote and Technical Conference

GROUP MARKETING MANAGER,
INDUSTORE LIMITED

• Generate valuable PR coverage from 150+ trade
media and national and international press

Organised by

MEET THE 2017 SPE OFFSHORE EUROPE COMMITTEE
VISIT WWW.OFFSHORE-EUROPE.CO.UK/COMMITTEE
12 | SPRING 2017

Cost Savings Amongst
Many Advantages of
Bonomi Split Body Direct
Mount Ball Valves
Valsteam Adca offer everything
required for your steam system
including bespoke
Heat Exchanger Packages
Valve and actuator specialist Bonomi has
launched a new line of European manufactured
low torque ANSI 150 / PN16 flanged full bore
ball valves, designed for direct mounting to any
compatibly sized ISO actuators.

A

vailable in carbon steel or stainless steel construction, the
split body direct mount ball valves dispense with the need
for valve to actuator mounting brackets and couplings,
thereby bringing potential cost savings.
An overall reduction in size can also bring benefits to users
operating in restricted spaces who require a more compact
solution.
The Valpres 766000 / 765000 Series (stainless) and 766001 / 765001
Series (carbon steel) valves feature an ISO 5211 mounting pad and
square stem with end connections flanged and drilled ANSI 150 or
PN16 raised face. They are fitted with an Antistatic stem and are
Fire Safe to BS6755 Part 2, API specification 6FA and ISO 10497.
They are also ATEX II 2GD T3 approved.
Performance matched to Bonomi’s Valbia electric and pneumatic
actuators, the direct mount valves are available in five sizes: 1”,
1½”, 2”, 3” and 4”. Offering long life with minimal maintenance,
typical application environments include power generation, pulp
and paper, chemical/petrochemical processing, water treatment
and skid mounted pumping systems.
Standard features include virgin PTFE seats, stainless steel ball,
a blowout proof stem and a lever that can be locked in either the
open or closed position. The stainless steel body is cast from ASTM
A351-CF8M. The carbon steel version is made from ASTM A216WCB. Optional high-temperature seats are also available.

Tel: +44(0)24 7635 4535
Email: sales@bonomi.co.uk
Web: www.bonomi.co.uk

Call ISIS Steam now
for specialist steam advice
and UK stock of
Valsteam Adca equipment

www.isissteam.com
Tel. +44 (0)1608 645755

Meeting the Economic Challenges

Making prototypes, developing existing
designs and manufacturing low volumes of
castings for the valve sector is a costly and
challenging business. Traditionally, the process
involves skilled patternmakers creating
dimensionally accurate wooden patterns.

T

he patterns are expensive to produce and maintain they
occupy valuable storage space for the lifetime of the finished
design, where they are susceptible to damage. Modifying them
in response to changing requirements, new castings technologies
and opportunities to improve the efficiency of the design is equally
expensive, but they are a lower cost, more versatile alternatives to
the conventional route.
Alternative technologies also offer economies that go beyond
eliminating the cost of pattern making by enabling foundries to
produce near net shape castings with a superior surface finish and
improved dimensional accuracy, requiring little or no ‘detailing’
far less finish machining, as well as lower, to zero,
non-conformance costs.
The same technologies allow new designs to be produced in half
the time it would take using a conventional wooden pattern. They
also allow casting designs to be modified just as easily and open
the way for manufacturers to reverse engineer products, using
a Coordinate Measuring Machine to collect the data needed to
produce the CAD design which is at the start of the process.
Alternative technologies include Patternless and Quickcast
processes such as Replicast®, MEGAshell® and Repliwax®.
Replicast is a novel moulding and casting process, developed
by Cti, which can be used to make high integrity castings, with
improved machinability and an excellent surface finish, weighing
from a few grams, up to 3.5 tonnes. Replicast® replaces expensive
wooden patterns with dimensionally precise replicas made from
expanded polystyrene and solid polymer. CAD design data from is
fed to a CNC machine which cuts the replica out of a solid block
of polystyrene or builds it up from polymer in an SLA 3D printer.
®

More complex shapes are made by gluing different polystyrene
and polymer parts together and, once the replica is complete, it is
dipped in a tank full of a special slurry to create a ceramic shell.
The shell is significantly thinner than a traditional investment
casting shell but with the same excellent internal surface finish.
14 | SPRING 2017

Shells are fired, removing the foam and polymer, put in casting
boxes and surrounded with refractory sand. The boxes are shaken
on a vibrating table before air is drawn out of the sand to create
a firm support for the shell, after which molten metal is poured
in. Heavier shells, which don’t require supporting sand can be
used for producing castings from reactive metals which have to be
poured in a vacuum.
Using inert ceramic shells reduces the possibility of hydrogen
defects, which can be a problem with certain Nickel based alloys.
Replicast® techniques lie at the heart of the MEGAshell® process,
which enables larger polystyrene replicas and ceramic shells with
dimensions of up to 2m3 to be produced, allowing heavy section
valve castings, weighing several tonnes to be manufactured, which
are 34 per cent lighter than the sand cast equivalent.
Machining cost reductions of 50 per cent or more can be achieved
and the process has been regularly used to make large, near net
shape castings in costly alloys of steel and nickel. Cti has also
refined the technology so that it can also be used for reactive
alloys of titanium and zirconium. Demand to extend the weight
range of near net shape investment castings, while reducing
manufacturing costs has led Cti to develop its Repliwax® process
for higher volume production.
In this process, liquid wax is injected into an aluminium or steel
die and allowed to solidify to create the sacrificial pattern, which
is then coated with ceramic. It is also possible to produces moulds
and cores from sand without patterns, by 3D printing. This
technology enables complex cores that would normally require
multiple core-boxes, to be made in one piece, through a process
of printing layers. Because there are no restrictions on undercuts,
cores that would otherwise be impossible to make by traditional
techniques can also be produced.
Regardless of size, moulds and cores can be made with an accuracy
of ± 0.25mm, enabling sand castings to be made to dimensional
standards equivalent to that of lost wax investment castings (ISO
8062 Casting Tolerance Grade CT4 to CT6).

Tel: +44(0)114 254 1141
Email: info@castingstechnology.com
Web: www.castingstechnology.com

Two leading
valve operation
brands merge
to form Sofis
Netherlocks and Smith
Flow Control reveal new
corporate identity.

Valves, Actuation & Control

VALVE PACKAGES
FOR OIL & GAS
www.isisoilandgas.com
Tel. +44 (0)1608 645755

T

wo of the valve operation industry’s leading brands have
joined forces under a new name.

Netherlocks and Smith Flow Control have combined to
form Sofis, a bigger, stronger, market-led company. Sofis’s
customers will benefit from a more diversified organisation with
a wider portfolio of valve safety and operation products.

“One of the key customer benefits of our merger is that, as
one team, we can offer a stronger, complementary range of
products,” explained Daniel Ruiter, Sofis’s CEO.
The new company will also offer better application engineering
and after sales service, while a new regional sales structure will
deliver improved local support.

A comprehensive range of
products to suit all your
Oil & Gas valve requirements.

Sofis’s dedicated business development managers and
innovation teams will work closely with customers to design
new solutions in each of its product groups: process safety, drive
systems and valve monitoring. The new company will operate
from 11 offices in nine countries.
Since 1993, Dutch firm Netherlocks has been a leading
manufacturer of industrial valve operation systems, including
valve interlocks, valve position indicators, partial stroke testing
devices and portable valve actuators.
Smith Flow Control was formed in the UK in 1985.
The organisation was the first to introduce the
coded card linear key concept to interlocking, and
specialises in mechanical valve control equipment,
as well as portable actuator and remote valve operators.

Certificate Number
FS 534522

Tel: +44(0)1376 517907
Email: info@sofisglobal.com
Web: www.sofisglobal.com

MANUAL & ACTUATED VALVES
CONTROL VALVES
DBB - INSTRUMENT ISOLATION
PILOT SOLENOIDS & REGULATORS

Alco New Headquarters at
Gooder Lane, Brighouse, UK

Last summer at Alco, we began work
on our Headquarters at Gooder Lane.
A year since, and we have completed
moving into our new facility.

T

he project on the whole has most certainly been a journey for
all of us at Alco, with each phase of the construction process
posing different challenges. However, the end result has
proved to be worthy of every challenge.
Our new Headquarters has brought together the machine shop,
production and the management team all into one unit, which
were previously based in three different locations. The new
Headquarters consists of a front office with a seating capacity of
70-80 people, a machine shop with state of the art machinery for
production and a spacious shop floor which is installed with fully
functional test bays, work stations and other staff amenities.
Radcliffe Constructions took up the project early last year and since
have worked to make sure every piece of work was completed to
perfection. This facility is a result of the hard work and dedication
of various companies, contractors and subcontractors, who
have provided their remarkable service during various stages of
construction.

fantastic to finally have the whole of the UK operations under one
roof and to drive forward with our ambitious growth plans.”
A brand new Headquarter has definitely given us a head start
into New Year 2017. We at Alco are immensely proud of our new
facility and would like to extend our gratitude to Graco, our parent
company for their continued support and all the others who have
contributed in big and small ways towards the completion of
this project.
Contact Alco Valves Group for more information, or follow us on
social media for more updates. Facebook: Alco Valves Group,
Twitter: @AlcoValvesGroup.

Paul Radcliffe, Director of Radcliffe Constructions said, “It’s been
a pleasure to work with James Stangroom (Company Support
Director at Alco Valves) for the past year. Our on-site Manager Lee
Quarmby has connected with the client well and has managed all
the subcontractors and the job as a whole has been delivered in
a fantastic way. Alco has been a great client to work with, James
has been very accommodating and has made sure everything we
needed was delivered.”
Sam Crossley, Managing Director at Alco, commented “Brilliant
work delivered by our contractors. 2017 is off to a great start, Alco
Valves Group are starting the New Year in the new building. It is
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Tel: +44(0)1484 710511
Email: uk@alco-valves.com
Web: www.alco-valves.com
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CSA Group Hosts Functional Safety
Seminar with support from BVAA
Industry professionals from the BVAA
membership came together at CSA Group
UK (near Chester) for a seminar on
conformity assessment for the valve and
actuator industry.

P

resentations and discussions were held around the need and
importance of conformity assessment for industry, and the
best way to combine multiple approvals (Functional Safety
and Hazardous Locations) into a cost-effective project.
Of particular debate was a discussion around the value of
accredited Functional Safety certification, with concerns over the
ambiguity of data that Functional Safety certificates can contain.

This is indeed a challenge within industry - the ambiguity of data
can lead to manufacturers and system integrators specifying
the wrong equipment at a cost of thousands of pounds - and
CSA Group’s article ‘Functional Safety - Demystifying Product
Certificates’, also featured in this edition of ValveUser magazine,

helps to provide some clarification of what to look for in a Functional
Safety certificate – see page 45. If you would like to discuss any
of these topics with CSA Group, or would like to take advantage
of a free of charge project planning meeting, please contact
CSA Group.

Tel: +44(0)1244 670 900
Email: ukinfo@csagroup.org
Web: www.csagroupuk.org
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SMC raises the curtain on new, high
precision digital pressure switch

SMC – the worldwide leading expert
in pneumatics - has unveiled a new
3-screen display, high precision
digital pressure switch to give more
information, more quickly.

T

he ZSE20(F)/ISE20 accurately measures the pressure of air
or non-corrosive gas and is the ideal choice for operators
who need a compact sensor with a single switching output,
simple to read meter and a quick set-up time.
The ZSE20(F)/ISE20 is suitable for a range of applications including
air pressure measurement and monitoring in general industrial
machinery and semi-conductor equipment manufacture.
Machine operators can save time thanks to the 3-screen display
that can simultaneously check the measured value and set values.
Further efficiencies are achieved with the option of three setting
modes – 3-step, simple or detailed – making it very user-friendly
to set up.

• Designed with machine operators in mind for ease
of use
• Easily designed into systems thanks to compact
dimensions
• Designed for a long working life, cutting the cost
of ownership
Highly adaptable for different conditions, the ZSE20(F)/ISE20 has
a minimum delay time setting of 1.5ms or less and a delay time
of 5000ms has been added to the existing 20ms, 100ms, 500ms,
1000ms and 2000ms options found in similar SMC pressure switch
products. Compact and lightweight in design, the ZSE20(F)/ISE20
is also incredibly durable thanks to a pressure port with crossshaped filter that reduces the risk of sensor damage by foreign
matter, extending the lifespan of the product.
For further information and to download the catalogue
and technical specifications of the ZSE20(F)/ISE20, see the
SMC website.

A further advantage is that settings are maintained even if the
power supply is cut, offering greater control in the process.
Bob Hitner, Marketing Manager for SMC in the UK commented,
“We are very proud of the ZSE20(F)/ISE20 which has been designed
with operators in mind, so that functionality, ease of use and
accuracy of information is readily available with a minimal delay.
Not only is it cost effective to operate but saves energy too.”
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Tel: +44(0)1908 563888
Email: sales@smcpneumatics.co.uk
Web: www.smcpneumatics.co.uk

Rotork Introduces Flexible Ultra-Fast
Network Control for Valve Actuators

Rotork’s Pakscan two-wire digital
control system has been improved
with the introduction of a new P4
Master Station with the capability of
running the new Pakscan Plus ultrafast control loop.

O

n the P4 master station, a large touch screen display provides
an easy to use, multilingual, user interface providing quick
device setup, interrogation and issue resolution. NAMUR
standard diagnostic icons and colours are used for easy recognition
of status and alarms. Ease of navigation around the screens is
enhanced by having identical screens for both the in-built web
pages and the integral touch screen, each using the same menu
structure. A dedicated service Ethernet port maintains Local Area
Network (LAN) separation between configuration or monitoring
systems and the systems for controlling the process.
The P4 Master Station has advanced field network option
capabilities including a new ultra-fast Pakscan Plus Network and
a Modbus network - enabling connection to third-party Modbus
field devices. The modular design enables one P4 Master Station
to supervise up to four field networks – including existing Pakscan
wired or wireless networks.
Operating at communication speeds of up to 15 Mbit/second
using the highly noise immune SHDSL telecoms protocol, each
Plus network can connect up to 300 field devices with a distance
between each device of up to 5 km, resulting in network lengths
which can extend over hundreds of kilometers.
The ultra-fast, full-duplex network enables full modulating
positional control of process valves.

Above: The Pakscan digital network control system introduces a P4
Master Station with a host of advanced new features.

Priority is given to process data whilst built-in High-availability
Seamless Redundancy (HSR) ensures instant isolation of any loop
fault, without loss of data, allowing continued operation of the plant
if a fault occurs. Along with single and dual configurations, the
P4 Master Station can be supplied in a hot standby configuration
where all interfaces are duplicated, providing the highest level of
availability.
Multiple host connectivity is provided as standard, with a fully
pre-configured database providing easy integration with proven
communications to all major DCS and PLC suppliers via the
Modbus TCP/ RTU protocol. The touch screen display also allows
stand-alone operation in the event of unavailability of the host.
Swift access to plentiful device data optimises the scope for
predictive maintenance and asset management, at the DCS/
PLC, the asset management system or at the P4 Master Station.
Available data includes operating history, status, diagnostics and
alarm logs.
The Pakscan System is designed for economical installation
and minimum cost of ownership. The single twisted pair cable
or wireless network reduces installation engineering effort and
associated costs. The system is fully supported with documentation,
on-site or in-house training and Rotork’s global network of trained
service engineers.

Tel: +44(0)113 256 7922
Email: information@rotork.com
Web: www.rotork.com
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Smart Valve Gearbox Delivers Swift
Detection of Fugitive Emissions
A significant percentage of the fugitive
emissions generated in a process plant
comes from the valves. Plant operators
are incurring increasing capital and
operating costs in tackling these issues.

V

alve manufacturers are constantly improving their products to
reduce the risk of fugitive emission leakage, but when the problem
still occurs, it leads to loss of profit and revenue, increased
maintenance costs and contamination of the environment.
To meet this challenge, Rotork Gears is developing a new smart gearbox
designed with an extra function for leak detection. This pioneering
technology is a method of detecting fugitive emissions using the
valve operator.
Shown here in prototype form, the Rotork Fugitive Emission
Detector Gearbox™uses pioneering technology to detect
fugitive emissions from valves.

The Fugitive Emission Detector Gearbox™ surpasses
existing technology as it forms an integral part of the
valve operator and is not an external measurement
device. It accurately detects leakage within the cavity
formed between the valve and valve operator.
No labour input is required after commissioning
as live and continuous information is relayed via a
wired or wireless network to the chosen destination.
The prompt notification of fugitive emissions to the
appropriate personnel facilitates significant reductions
in the severity of any leaks and the timely repair or
replacement of leaking equipment.
The technology does not interfere with valve operation
and does not require specific knowledge of the valve.
In addition to the direct detection of leaking fluids the
system can be used as a diagnostic tool to minimise
the need for preventative maintenance and increase
the effectiveness of asset management.
The Fugitive Emission Detector Gearbox™ is Patent
Pending; Patent Application Number GB1604656.7.

Tel: +44(0)113 256 7922
Email: information@rotork.com
Web: www.rotork.com
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‘Contraction, consolidation and a fair degree of uncertainty’
could perhaps succinctly summarise the last year in the
British valve industry. The global picture was, understandably,
remarkably similar.

own costs understandably came under the microscope, putting
the secretariat under additional pressure to provide still further
improvements in the BVAA offer, but with reduced revenue. The
proverbial ‘more, with less.’

The depressed oil price was once again a major factor this year.
Add to this the widely unexpected Brexit outcome and latterly
the volatile USA Presidential elections, and it is no surprise that
uncertainty has been an almost constant theme.

It is far from doom and gloom however. The oil price has risen
steadily, and other user-industries have remained remarkably
strong. With the help and assistance of my fellow BVAA Board
members, we have aimed to challenge, steer and assist the BVAA
management team with new ideas for services and avenues to
explore, while at the same time recognising the changing shape
of the industry.

It is also inevitable that in a subdued market, with a curtailment
in major projects, that larger members refocussed and began to
compete in the space usually the reserve of our smaller members,
stiffening competition and impacting on margins.
In such circumstances, buying or merging with compatible
companies also becomes an attractive proposition, and after
a decade of relative stability, the industry saw another round
of significant mergers and acquisitions, affecting even our
biggest members.
The outcome of this for the Association, which still regularly
recruits new members, was a net drop in membership levels, the
first in many years. This obviously impacted upon subscriptions,
exacerbated by reductions in discretionary spending on lines
such as our training and advertising. At the same time members’
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In response, Rob Bartlett and his team at the Secretariat have
striven to deliver against these concepts and turn them into tangible
services, with remarkable success. This is all the more impressive
against a background of reduced resources and headcount at the
Secretariat. The outcome of ‘more from less’ and yet still turning
a modest surplus in a challenging year is commendable. BVAA
remains extraordinarily strong and well prepared for whatever
2017 brings.
As ever I’d like to close with my thanks to my fellow Board
members, old and new, the committee Chairs and their teams
who do such sterling and unsung work, and to our Director Rob
Bartlett and his hugely professional team at the Secretariat.
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Director’s
Report
Rob Bartlett, BVAA Director

Challenging Times, Reasons for Optimism

W

e continue to regularly recruit
new and lapsed members, but
despite this, it has been troubling
to see hard-won recruits evaporate due to
mergers, leading to an overall net drop in
membership.

I was also delighted to be able to welcome
Rob Boycott to the BVAA team in the newlycreated support role of BD Consultant, and
Rob will work towards helping us deliver on
the BD-focussed services members tell us
they need.

No trade association CEO welcomes
contraction and consolidation, and when
it is in the full knowledge that you must
still service essentially much the same
customer base, with less resources, it
heralds challenging times ahead. But as
I’m now in my 24th year of trade association
work, one comes to understand the cyclical
nature of the economy, and the everchanging nature of British industry and
thus association membership.

Martin Greenhalgh’s Technical Groups
continue their renaissance, with more
groups meeting and addressing technical,
standards and related issues through the
larger committees and also the life-limited
Technical Expert Groups.

The valve industry and its Association, BVAA,
has however been incredibly fortunate to
ride out a number of recessions in recent
years, indeed largely deflecting them,
with only the latest crisis in the oil and
gas sector finally impacting widely. At the
Secretariat, we were already in good order,
and we put steps in place early to ensure
continued service levels, while operating a
leaned-down operation ourselves.
We are all used to finding efficiencies, but
doing so against a background of reduced
income across a swathe of activities, whilst
endeavouring to deliver against a list of
new demands, is a special challenge. Being
adventurous and prudent at the same
time is hard to pull off! BVAA has however
won through this year, with remarkable
success, and we’re in good shape for what
now thankfully looks like the green shoots
of a recovery.
The launch of the Business Development
(BD) Group, focussed on providing business
opportunities for members, quickly led to a
number of new initiatives, some of which
are delivering immediately, while others
are still developing and bedding in.

The single activity I found most rewarding
personally however was the Future
Leaders Programme, more of which
later. To see our industry’s talented rising
stars blossom into confident, more richlyexperienced individuals was a real joy, and
bodes well for our industry’s future.
No matter how insightful the ideas
generated by BVAA’s supportive Chairman,
it’s Board and now the new BD Group,
to whom the whole membership owes
a substantial debt of gratitude, a CEO
can only deliver if he is supported by a
fantastic team. I am delighted to say this
is very much the case at BVAA and I take
this opportunity to publically thank Martin,
Karen, Isobel, Barbra, Chris and latterly
Rob Boycott for all their support.

Brian Varley & David
Pangbourne
It was not just celebrities who
left us in 2016, as this year
we lost two stalwarts from the industry
in Brian Varley and David Pangbourne.
Brian was Chairman of the Association
in the years leading up to the turn of
the millennium and had a reputation
for plain-speaking and straighttalking at a time when the industry
was going through major upheavals.
He passed away in February 2016. A
friend described him as ‘a stalwart of
the valve industry, a great supporter of
the Association through difficult times
and a very proud Chairman.’
David passed away only recently, aged
79 and was Director under much of
Brian’s Chairmanship. Rob Bartlett
writes, ‘David was my immediate
predecessor, always unfailingly kind
to me, and was largely responsible
for nurturing my initial interest in
joining the BVAA.’ A contemporary
added, ‘David was widely liked and
started the BVAA's journey from being
an
overwhelmingly
technical
association to what it has become
today.’
They will be sadly missed.
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Technical
Report

BVAA Technical Service
The demand for Technical Service is wide
ranging. The new initiative of Technical
Expert Groups (TEGs) has helped to bring
experts together to address specific topics
which could never have been dealt with by
the Valve WG en masse.
Training is hugely important. We must pass
on our knowledge to members, customers
and suppliers. Every attendee at our courses benefits from the unrivalled expertise of
the BVAA trainers. Standards and Directives are essential tools for everyone in
the industry. There is continuous change
which needs monitoring and the information communicating to all members in a
way that allows the relevant information to
be easily found. Members’ day-to-day business activity generates specific questions
with which they need help. Attendance at
BVAA events such as conferences, trade
shows and working group meetings helps
24 | SPRING 2017

to ensure that the technical service has up
to date knowledge that can then be shared
with the membership.

Technical Expert Group Activity
The Butterfly Valve TEG completed a review
of the draft standard prEN593 Butterfly
Valves. UK (BVAA) comments were submitted via BSi. The BVAA comments were then
followed up by attendance at the meeting
of TC69 WG4 in October.
A new TEG has been formed to consider
the need for a UK qualification scheme for
Service/Repair Centres of Safety and Relief
valves manufactured to the requirements
of ISO 4126.
BS EN 13397 Industrial Valves-Diaphragm
valves made of metallic materials was subject to its 5 year review. This standard was
published in 2001 and has not been updated since. The UK held the convenorship of

the CEN TC69 working group that originally
developed this standard. The Diaphragm
TEG met and produced recommendations
for revision of this standard that BSi submitted to CEN.
The Safety Integrity Level TEG are finalising
a BVAA Guideline that will give members
practical instructions as to how to answer
customer requests for certification for
their SIL systems.

A new TEG has been
formed to consider
the need for a UK
qualification scheme...

Martin Greenhalgh, CEng FIMechE, BVAA Technical Consultant

Training
It is important that our training courses
are both technically up to date and also
interesting and easy to listen to. The
Introduction to Valves Course – which I
deliver - has been substantially updated.
Minor updates have been done as well to
the Valves - Advanced Level Course that I
prepare and deliver for BVAA. The feedback
from those attending the Advanced Level
course continues to be very enthusiastic.
The feedback from the Introduction course
suggests that we need more interactive
elements which we will look to include.
What form to take with this is to be
discussed and changes introduced for the
Spring 2017 training.

Standards Activity
In my role as chairman of PSE/18 I have
attended the plenary meetings of CEN
TC69 in June and ISO TC153 in October
as the UK’s principal delegate. The ISO
committee has a new chairman and plans
a consultation process in the first 6 months
of 2017 to try and agree a strategy for ISO
standards making over the next 5 years.

Mike Gray (Safety Systems) continues to
be responsible for all Safety Valve activity
at both PSE/18 and TC185 and similarly
Peter Hirst (Rotork) takes care of the
Actuator standards activities as Chairman
of PSE/18/5 and UK’s principal expert to
both CEN and ISO. I am very grateful for
their significant contributions.
The new format of the monthly Standards
Activity Report has been positively received
by members of the Valve and Actuator WGs.
The ‘keyword’ column allows members to
efficiently find those activities that are of
interest to them.
24 ‘HOT SPOTS’ have been issued in the
last 12 months to members advising them
of EN/ISO standards that are published,
EN/ISO New Work Item Proposals, EN/ISO
Draft Standards that are issued for public
comment. These HOT SPOTS are clearly
being read as indicated by the feedback we
are receiving.
Charlie Duncombe the BSi programme
manager for PSE retired at the end of 2016.
Charlie has been an invaluable help to both

The feedback from
those attending the
Advanced Level course
continues to be very
enthusiastic.
myself and my predecessor Peter Churm.
He has done a lot to support the BVAA over
his many years of service at BSi for which
we are most grateful.

Directives
We have continued to support CEIR in
their work to achieve an agreed position
in respect of actuated valves and the
Machinery Directive. Meetings have been
held with CEIR in February and the HSE in
September. This is a long term issue that
will need the involvement of the Directive
Working Groups for both Pressure and
Machinery to resolve.
The new PED 2014/68/EU came into effect
within the European Community on the
19th July. The directive work is shared with
Ron Strang (Alco Valves). Ron’s expertise
and commitment to helping members
with Directive issues is an extremely
valuable resource.

Goals for 2017
Complete the revision of the text for 7th
Edition of Valve and Actuator User Manual
by 2017-3-31.
Continue to develop TEG’s to support active
Standards work and other interest areas.
Work with other members of the BVAA
team to update the Directive Guidelines for
the PED, Machinery Directive and ATEX.

API Meeting, May 2016

Finally, I am indebted to the rest of BVAA
team for their ongoing support which
ensures an efficient communication of
all the Technical Service output to the
members.
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Actuator
Working Group

Peter Hirst (Rotork) working
on site in Dakota, USA

H

ere at BVAA we’ve been very active
in revising of some of our most
important standards, attending
technical meetings and contributing to
the drafting process. Our groundwork in
2016 paid dividends in maintaining BVAA
member’s interests. As ever, we do this
by meeting regularly in conjunction with
the BSI PSE/18/5 group, which comprises
essentially the same experts, forming
member and UK consensus and ensuring
they are promoted.

ISO 5210 & 5211 Valve Actuator
Attachment Standards
ISO/TC153/WG1 meetings in Berlin and
Tokyo concluded the revision drafting
process and they were submitted ISO/
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TC153 who subsequently approved them as
final drafts (FDIS) for formal voting. This is
currently being undertaken, the UK voting
to “approve” and so we expect ISO5210 –
2017 and ISO5211-2017 to be published
soon.
There are changes and significant
additions, the key ones being:
ISO 5210 - inclusion of additional flanges to
extend the torque/thrust range: F05 (20Nm
/ 10kN), F48 (20,000Nm / 2,000kN and
F60 (40,000Nm / 4,000kN). New couplings
“C” and “D” for transmitting torque only
have been added along with defined
linear outputs.
ISO 5211 also has new flanges F80
(500,000) and F100 (1,000,000 Nm) and new

couplings for involute spines, bi-square
and an improved flat head design coupling.
Informative annexes on the calculation
basis for transmittable torques/ thrust and
sizing have been added to both standards.

ISO New work item proposal
from China and Korea for an
electric actuator standard
After TC153/WG1 tasking them to provide
a clearer NWI proposal for circulation
and voting in the first quarter 2016, at the
meeting in Tokyo in November 2016 the
Chinese and Korean delegates agreed
to widen their original scope to include
modulating duty electric actuators and
also to “adopt” EN15714-2 as a basis
to begin drafting. TC153 have therefore

Peter Hirst, Rotork

Valve attachments come in all
shapes and sizes (Rotork Valvekits)

passed a resolution that the revised new
work item be put forward for ballot (ends
February 2017). I expect this will be agreed
and that active work will begin this year,
the two countries sharing the lead.

CEN Standards
The reformed actuator sub-group within
CEN – TC69/ WG1/SG10 (actuators) has
several new work items to consider in 2017.
The study of possible conflicts between the
EN 15714 (Actuators) series and the ISO
12490 pipeline valve actuator standard has
been completed as it has been proposed
that ISO12490 be adopted by CEN. SG10
sent a comparison table identifying
conflicts to CEN/TC 12 in order to stop an
adoption of ISO 12490 as an EN ISO until
they can be accommodated. A proposal
to deal with these conflicts by drafting
a prEN15714–7 has been accepted and
it is expected that work will commence
this year.
A new work item proposal covering linear
pneumatic and hydraulic actuators has
been accepted as prEN 15714 part 5 and a
draft will be submitted to TC69/WG1 after
SG10 meeting planned for March 2017. UK

Actuator Working Group at BVAA Offices

comments have already been submitted
via BVAA and BSI.

Valve Gearboxes standard
A CEN new work item proposal Industrial
valves — Valve gearboxes (prEN) has been
accepted, however a Korean proposal for a
gearbox standard has also been submitted
to ISO. The Convener of TC69/WG1/SG10
Mr. Brancaleoni has therefore proposed
close liaison with ISO and will raise this at
a planned joint ISO/CEN meeting planned
for March 2017.

Sub Sea Actuators
The ISO/TC67/SC2/WG18 project on
“Actuator mechanical integrity and sizing
for subsea pipeline valves” (ISO 16441)
remains halted largely due to international
political reasons outside the BVAA’s
control. API however continues to develop
their standard ‘API 6D SSX’ for sub sea
actuators. The meetings are helpfully
held concurrently with the associated API
6DSS meetings for sub sea valves. UK
delegates are occasionally able to attend
these meetings, supported by BVAA travel
funding, or alternatively submit comments
for consideration. This year BVAA was also

…a new dedicated
subsea ‘Technical
expert group’ has
been formed

able to host a session at its UK HQ. Such
is the importance of these standards, a
new dedicated sub sea ‘Technical Expert
Group’ has been formed at BVAA led by my
colleague Chris Williamson (BEL Valves).
I would like to close with my sincere thanks
to my fellow working group members who
give so freely of their time. Also to BVAA,
particularly Martin Greenhalgh and Rob
Bartlett for their support. My thanks also
to BSI’s Charlie Duncombe, for his skill in
helping us prepare drafts and comments
destined for the international standards
groups. Charlie retired at the end of 2016
and on behalf of the BVAA, I wish him
a long, happy and fulfilled retirement.
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Activities
Report
Business as Usual, with
Extra Drive
Although 2016 was challenging, with
attendances generally down, few if any
BVAA events were cancelled and we even
added some new ones to the mix. There
was a real impetus in the Board and at
the Secretariat to drive on our activities to
ensure members got the very best out of
them throughout the year.

Future Leaders Programme
This unique series of sites visits,
knowledge-sharing
days,
personal
development and technical training,
plus experience days at centres-ofexcellence serving the industry, was an
overwhelming success and the feedback
we got from the participants, and crucially
their employers, was phenomenal! With
a couple of days of activities each month
throughout the year, and with at least one
Board representative at every session, the
‘silo busting’ programme culminated in a
presentation to the membership’s senior
executives at the AGM in November –
heady stuff for those just starting out in
their management careers! Some of the
first FLP cohort are going on now to do a
BVAA-sponsored Mentoring Programme,
while a second cohort have been recruited
already for induction in 2017.

Exhibitions
Spurning some of the ‘big spend’ shows
this year, particularly in moribund oil and
gas, BVAA was pleased to be represented
at a number of different events this year,
including the Engineering cluster event at
the NEC, the National Fluid Power Centre
exhibition day in Worksop, the EIC Connect
event in Manchester and the Pilot Share
Fair in Aberdeen, as well as the CSA’s
Functional Safety event in Hawarden.
Valve World is covered more extensively
elsewhere in this Review, but this remains
one of our flagship events along with
Offshore Europe.

Spring Conference & Golf
Now a highlight of the BVAA calendar, this
year’s May Conference did not disappoint.
Generously sponsored by CSA, Duvalco,
hydravalve, HSP, Rotork and SACO, we
were able to cover diverse topics such as
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the Future Leaders programme, the Internet of Things,
Improvements in Castings, the Protel service, trading with
Iran, SILs and how to Make Money from Twitter.
Augmented with the new mini-exhibition, now bedding
in nicely, the feedback from members was once again
excellent and as always will help shape what we do
next time.
The associated Golf Day looked to be threatened by rain
for the first time, but actually ended up largely warm and
dry again. The scoring was once again extraordinarily
high, particularly given that we played the impressive 2010
Ryder Cup course, but clear winners this year were Team
Emerson on 86pts.

Customer Golf Day - Scotland

Aberdeen Golf Day Winners - HSP

Fluid Power show at the NEC

Setting their collective woes aside for a day, our BVAA
Customer Golf Day at Banchory was warmly welcomed by
the players, and generously supported again by sponsors
HSP and CVS. As an added bonus, our customers scooped
a number of the individual prizes this year. Thrusting their
way to the podium again however were BVAA cup holders
Team HSP, with the obligatory 86pt winning score.

BVAA was pleased to be represented at
a number of different events this year...

BVAA AGM
Stapleford Park near Melton Mowbray was our stunning
AGM & Ball venue this year - a real treat for the eyes
and only possible due to the generous sponsorship by
Asco, Heap & Partners, Hobbs Valve, Kent Introl, Rotork
and SACO.
The associated mini-conference was reduced to three
presentations this year for a less-rushed feel. First up
was former BBC Breakfast presenter Declan Curry, who
gave some very personal insights into Brexit, the current
economic climate and the USA elections, a real mix of
humour and sobering food for thought. Next was Jeremy
Leonard of Oxford Economics who in addition to outlining
the content of the new BVAA Forecasts, also gave a global
economic outlook. ‘Jam tomorrow, spread thinly’ was one
assessment for the global valve industry.
Last but by no means least were the Future Leaders Group,
who captivated the audience with a powerful presentation
on how the programme had helped them and their
companies. Cue an extremely interesting Q&A session
afterwards, and immediate additional nominations for the
next cohort. The afternoon session was closed out with the
traditional AGM and reports sessions.
The Annual Ball was preceded with a champagne
reception, awards to individual members who had provided
particularly helpful service to the Association over the year.
There was also a surprise, special presentation by the
Board sub-group who had conceived the Future Leaders
programme, to the individual FLPs themselves and their
lecturer, Dr Martin Haigh, MBE.

Future Leaders 1st Cohort

Jeremy Leonard

Declan Curry - credit Gill Shaw
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Valve
Working Group
Peter Burnett, Valve WG Chairman

Meetings
The Valve Working Group has continued with its regular
programme of two meetings per year.
The March 2016 gathering took place at KT Hydraulics’ facility in
Gannex Park, Elland. As well as the traditional full programme
of technical and standards discussions, the day featured a very
informative presentation by DNV on Valve Integrity Management,
and another by Dean Holroyd (Business Development Manager)
which was followed by a facility tour.

significance to me was the ongoing TEG related to the revision
of the Diaphragm Valve standard, as this also allowed the VWG
to engage Crane Saunders in its review, apt as they originally
patented Diaphragm valve technology.
The format of the TEGs does appear to have been a success and
long may they continue. They certainly allow a more dedicated
team to be resourced into Standards and Specification review and
these tasks are very important for this Working Group in particular.

The Future

Our September meeting was at the equally interesting and
impressive Severn Glocon facility in Gloucester where Ron Baker
(Sales Director) gave an excellent presentation into their very
diverse and technically challenging product offerings for the
Global Valve and Actuator industry.

Our plans / goals for 2017 include focusing effort on maintaining
well attended meetings, ensuring timely communications with
membership on key industry issues, growing representation /
involvement of members in UK Technical Work and increasing
attendances and activity in API and ASME or others where required.

Both meetings were again very well attended, to capacity in fact on
both occasions.

As for myself this will definitely be my last report as we now have a
confirmed replacement in Chris Williamson (BEL Valves) who will
Chair the group from 2017.

The BVAA once again supported the pre-meeting dinners, which
add an opportunity to network prior to the events proper.
In 2015/16, we rolled out the Technical Expert Groups (TEGs)
and these continued apace throughout the year. Of personal
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May I once again thank everyone at BVAA HQ for their support
during my tenure. It has indeed been an honour and privilege to
look after this Group. And again, all the very best to Chris and the
team going forward.
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Training
Report
Karen Webb, Training Report

Adapting to Changing Needs
W
hen it comes to education and
training, BVAA has a varied and
multi-faceted role to play, and one
which seems to change constantly.
In addition to taking care of the needs of
the members of the Association, we have
also chosen to ensure our industry’s
valued customers have access to totally
independent valve and actuator training.
Consequently, notwithstanding the odd
seasonal fluctuation, BVAA consistently
serves both members and non-members
alike in virtually equal number.
The BVAA lecturing team is drawn from a
small cadre of volunteers, all with decades
of unrivalled experience, and to whom we
express our grateful thanks.
As a discretionary spend, Training has
understandably been hard hit this year
due to the economic climate. The UKCS in
particular has suffered major staff losses
this year. However, we have also been were
aware that customers’ needs are changing
too, and the demand for our introductory
courses has subsequently been affected.
For example, last year’s new course,
‘Advanced Level’ Valves, has rapidly
overtaken its Introduction to Valves
forebear, previously our most popular
course by a distance. Delving much deeper
into topics relating to materials, corrosion,
design etc., it has clearly been a hit with
customers.
We have also strengthened our relationship
with the National Fluid Power Centre, with
whom we deliver regular basic courses on
hydraulics, pneumatics and electrics. New
courses are also in discussion.
Another feature of 2016 was the major
refurbishment of our training exhibits.
Several movable rigs were acquired to
mount our static valves, each dedicated
to a particular course. Actuators-a-plenty

Training rig as part of BVAA PCTC

Chris Waring, Rotork

came from Auma, Rotork and further items
are en route from Zoedale, all of which
encourage student interaction. There
was also a splendid Diaphragm Valves
unit donated by Gemu, with many more
individual items coming from members –
we always welcome more.
A lesser-known option is BVAA’s ability
to deliver courses in-house, something
we have been delighted to arrange for
members and non-members alike. We

Paul Hopkins of AUMA & Rob Bartlett of BVAA

also offer free in-house training to major
customers who in return host a BVAA
Desktop exhibition, a win-win situation for
both parties in these straitened times. We
are also delighted to hear from customers
who might be interested in BVAA
developing more bespoke courses for their
own particular needs.
Scheduled course dates are posted
throughout the year at www.bvaa.org.uk/
training or contact karen@bvaa.org.uk
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Business Development
Group Report

BVAA group stand, Valve World Dusseldorf

Adding Value, Finding More
Business
2016 was a busy year for the newly formed
Business Development (BD) Group. The
group’s raison d'être was changed from
the historic “Marketing Group” and we
quickly transitioned to our new role, with
some quick wins.
We now focus on adding value to our
members with initiatives designed to help
them find more business.
Firstly, the group and BVAA as a whole wish
to thank John Hancill for his many years of
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service. John has retired from Emerson and
left the BD Group end of 2016. We would
like to welcome to our group Dave Godfrey
from Rotork – Dave was one of the stars of
the BVAA Future Leaders Programme and
we’re sure he’ll make a great asset.
In other personnel news – the BVAA has
engaged ex Cameron Sales Manager Rob
Boycott as BVAA’s BD professional. Rob is
working on a consultancy basis specifically
to open up opportunities for Desktops with
target companies, in many sectors not just
O&G. Rob started in January and already
his plans are starting to take shape.

Desktops
It was a quiet year for Desktops with O&G
companies still adjusting to the lower oil
price and one assumes the immediate
shock of the “Brexit” vote. We still managed
a successful return to Bechtel and also
held a smaller event at ConocoPhillips.
Both were well attended and feedback
was excellent. The plan for 2017 is to get
at least 6 desktops in a number of sectors
to reflect shifting market trends and
member focus.

Tim Guest, BD Group Chairman

BVAA Desktop Exhibition

ValveUser Website

BVAA Website

British Valves Website

New Market Forecast

Q4
2016
saw
the
launch
of
www.britishvalves.com. This is a direct
replacement for the DVD which contained
members’ brochures, with the added
benefit now of having a truly global reach!
Members are encouraged to add up-todate brochures themselves as soon as
possible, as this is a live website indexed
by Google. To ensure no coverage is lost,
instead of the DVD we will be giving away
at trade shows and exhibitions USB-based
business Cards that feature a QR code and
the website address.

As readers may be aware 2016 was the last
year in which we received the EIF Global
Valve Forecast from Vivian Woodward.
This left us with a large gap to fill as we
recognise that a lot of our members
rely on information from this report for
their business plans. We spent 7 months
negotiating with the hugely respected
economic reporting company, Oxford
Economics. Concurrently we conferred
with some of our members and we have
specified the reports we need in the
countries and sectors required, including

BritishValves Website

a “Deep Dive” into the UK Market, which
will be a separate report. We recognise a
large proportion of our members serve only
the UK so hopefully this will be of real use
to them.
The first OEF report is due for release
early in Q2 2017 and we also have OEF’s
representative speaking at our Spring
conference in May 2017. Crucially, despite
the huge investment required, both
reports will remain as free-issue items,
exclusive to BVAA members – a massive
membership benefit.
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Business Development
Group Report
BVAA members at Valve World
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Tim Guest, BD Group Chairman

Rob Boycott

Exhibitions
Valve World 2016 in November in Dusseldorf
was another tremendous success. Several
BVAA members fledged our Group Stand
‘nest’ this year, taking their own stands, but
the BVAA presence was as impressive as
ever with several members co-exhibiting
on our booths, as did our USA colleagues,
the VMA. Despite the market downturn,
the show was fully-booked and spread
over three full halls. And BVAA once again
hosted a convivial British Reception at the
end of the first day.
We also had a productive week at the
Fluid Power Show at the NEC last year,
something we’re keen to explore again.
Offshore Europe 2017 is eagerly anticipated
and BVAA will have its usual stand. The
2015 event was somewhat muted, and
since then the oil price has tanked, and
then risen to a more reassuring level.

The job losses in the sector have however
been humbling. We await the show with
considerable interest.

Protel Project Tracking Tool
In 2016 we worked with the Project
Tracking specialists, Protel. With our help
they designed a data visualisation tool that
can show how many projects, and of what
value, have been signed off in any single
or combined geographical area, over a
specifiable period. BVAA Members have
free access to this information and take up
so far has been excellent. Members report
it really helps them make BD decisions
and assists their sales teams in deciding
what sectors and locations to focus upon.
The BVAA have also negotiated a Member
discount to take up the full Protel service
which contains project-specific data, such
as company and contact names for the live
projects. A really valuable tool!
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www.springs.co.uk

Corrosion.
It’s what you can’t see that can
cause the biggest problems.
The internal working mechanisms of products
and components used in certain applications
and in harsh environments, can succumb to
stress and corrosion too. This can eventually
cause major problems such as unplanned
maintenance, leaks and limitations on plant
availability...
...which is why it is important that products and components used
within these industries comply with NACE standards.
At Springtech we are used to developing valve spring solutions
for harsh environments, working with NACE compliant materials
such as Inconel X-750, Nimonic 90 and Elgiloy. These materials
are produced to extend the lifespan of components and provide
longterm savings and ROI for customers.
We can offer you spring design, development and manufacturing
based on a wealth of experience, working in industry sectors such
as medical, aerospace, automotive and energy, with specific oil
and gas expertise in areas such as:
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Call us to discuss your reqiurements or for a
FREE design review on: 01494 556700

ABERDEENSHIRE: Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire AB43 9BU.
Tel: +44 (0)1346 518061
HEAD OFFICE: Springtech Ltd. Unit 1, Fairview Industrial Estate,
Beech Road, High Wycombe, Bucks , United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 (0) 1494 556700 Fax: +44 (0) 1494 511002
Email: enquiries@springs.co.uk

Web: www.springs.co.uk

Valbruna U.K. Ltd Joins
the BVAA Membership

Acciaierie Valbruna is a private company with 2,500
employees and an annual output of 200,000 tonnes
of speciality steels.

T

he company is a fully integrated
producer of stainless steel, high
nickel and titanium alloys ‘long
products’ with mills in Vicenza and
Bolzano in Italy, as well as Fort Wayne in
the U.S.A.
Valbruna’s products meet the highest
technical requirements for the most
demanding applications and it has an
extensive global network ensuring constant
direct contact with customers wherever
they may be located around the world. The
Valbruna product range covers all ‘long
product’ categories including:
• Hot Rolled and forged blooms and
billets.

• Cold drawn wire
Valbruna’s production is utilized in varied
industrial sectors such as food and
pharmaceutical, aerospace, automotive,
chemical and petro-chemical industries,
construction, energy, mechanical, medical,
naval and many others. The range of
material grades is also very extensive and
includes:
• Austenitic stainless steels (including
special grades for welding and cold
heading)
• Martensitic stainless steels
• Precipitation hardening steels
• Ferritic stainless steels

• Continuously cast blooms and billets.

• Duplex stainless steels

• Square, #8 sided, #16 sided and round
ingots.

• Super-duplex stainless steels

• ESR & VAR ingots
• Rounds (hot rolled, cold drawn, peeled,
centreless ground, forged etc)
• Stainless reinforcing bars (cold drawn,
hot rolled)
• Hexagon (hot rolled cold drawn)

• Stainless steels specifically for hot and
cold working

• Commercially pure titanium (Ti-GR .1,
Ti-GR.2, Ti-GR .4)

• Squares (Cold Drawn, hot rolled,
forged)

• Titanium Alloys (Ti-GR 5,Ti GR5 eli,Ti
6A14V)

• Angles (Hot Rolled)

• Silicon-Iron alloys
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For more information about Valbruna and
their products, please visit the website.

• Nickel Alloys including corrosion
resistant alloys, high temperature
alloys, welding alloys, and electrical
resistance and electronic instrument
alloys.

• Flats (Cold drawn, hot rolled, forged)

• Hot rolled wire rod

Whatever the specific application. Valbruna
will almost certainly have a grade tailored
to its customer’s precise requirement.
The Maxival range of stainless steel
grades, which has been produced by
Acciaierie Valbruna since the early 1980’s
and which has been constantly improved,
offers machine shops, a material grade
which has the same corrosion resistance
and mechanical properties as standard
stainless steel grades but with enhanced
machinability. For the customer this
means higher feed speeds, longer tool
life, less machine down time and fewer
rejections. It is available across the grade
range 304/304L,304Cu, 321,316/316L,
303,420,329 (En 1.4460) etc., but can be
supplied in other grades on request.

Tel: +44(0)114 257 2102
Fax: +44(0)114 257 7584
Web: www.valbruna.co.uk

Designed to
Meet Your Needs,
at Your Convenience
Zero-cost valve industry updates at your premises
Find new suppliers, products, technical solutions
Hassle free, no down time

For more information and to register your interest please contact:

www.bvaa.org.uk/exhibitions.asp

Powerful Performer
Robust, flexible, powerful – the heavyduty quarter turn actuator DFPD-HD is
the latest addition to the quarter turn
actuator range from Festo.

D

esigned in accordance with the scotch-yoke principle, the quarter turn
actuator DFPD-HD is exceptionally reliable. With torque ratings of 9,000
to 32,000 Nm, it guarantees reliable control of high-volume media flows.
It is ideal for on/off and closed-loop control of large ball valves, butterfly
valves and air dampers used in power plants, the chemical industry and in
water treatment and is the perfect choice whenever safe, reliable solutions
are required.

Robust, flexible, powerful – the heavy-duty quarter turn
actuator DFPD-HD from Festo provides reliable control
of high-volume media flows.

High performance, high level of safety
This modular system offers powerful solutions for various applications in
process automation. Available in three versions of max. 9,000, 18,000 and

32,000 Nm respectively, the quarter turn actuator
DFPD-HD adapts flexibly to applications. The
single acting version offers standard clockwise
direction of rotation and provides a high level of
safety by ensuring that the media flow is interrupted
automatically in the case of a malfunction. It is
available with configurable spring forces and
mechanical or hydraulic manual override. Rotation
can also be configured in an anticlockwise direction,
in which case the DFPD-HD will release the media
flow if a malfunction occurs. This new performance
platform from Festo is also available in doubleacting versions, for even greater flexibility. Both
versions can be used in applications requiring
safety-approved equipment up to SIL 3.

Practical design
Thanks to its standard VDI/VDE 3845 interfaces,
the quarter turn actuator DFPD-HD allows a wide
range of external devices, such as sensor boxes or
positioners, to be connected. The DFPD-HD can be
used at any ambient temperature between -20 and
80°C. Its spring force can be adapted for different
applications by fitting various spring cartridges. A
mechanical or hydraulic manual override provides
additional safety. This allows the actuators to be
operated manually in the case of a power failure.

Tel: +44(0)800 626 422
Email: info_gb@festo.com
Web: www.festo.co.uk/dfpd
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2017
Houston ,
Texas USA

20 –21 June

Valve World Americas Expo & Conference

www.valveworldexpoamericas.com
Sponsored by:

Supported by:

KCI Publishing Corporation
36 King Street East, Suite 701
Toronto, ON M5C1E5 _ Canada
Tel. +1 416 361 7030 _ Fax +1 416 361 6191
Josh Gillen _ j.gillen@kci-world.com
www. kci-world.com

For show information:
Messe Düsseldorf North America
150 North Michigan Avenue
Suite 2920 _ Chicago, IL 60601
Tel. (312) 781-5180 _ Fax (312) 781-5188
aduering@mdna.com _ www.mdna.com

AUMA presents new actuator
for underwater use
A new version of the AUMA SA multi-turn actuator
is suitable for continuous underwater use, opening
up new applications of electric actuators in water
supply systems, hydropower plants, civil engineering
constructions for water applications, and specific
underwater applications.

W

here water supply or sewer pipes run underground, actuators and
valves are often installed in pits below ground level. In places where
high water levels are a risk, AUMA actuators designed for underwater
use will operate reliably even if flooding persists.
A universal sealing system combined with comprehensive corrosion protection
qualifies these actuators for underwater use. Double-sealed cable glands at
the electrical connection, inner seals – some in pairs – on all housing covers,
and a one-piece solid shaft effectively prevent the ingress of water.

Mobile high-pressure pump package
designed for hydrostatic pressure testing
The HTU from Cat Pumps is a compact mobile high-pressure system utilising the
highly reliable and long lived Cat Pumps high pressure plunger pump. The HTU
can be used for testing of pipelines, delivery hoses, valves, heat exchangers and
other pressure related components.
Features:
· Cat Pumps High Pressure
Plunger Pump
· Pressures ranges up to
700 bar
· Choice of 3 phase or single
phase gear-motor
· Pressure regulating valve
· Pressure relief valve

A new version of the AUMA SA multi-turn actuator
is suitable for continuous underwater use.

“Our electric actuators are very easy to install –
they just require power supply and a signal cable,”
explains Peter Malus, Product Manager at AUMA.
“They are also characterised by low operating costs
and are virtually maintenance-free. And they offer
a clean and environmentally friendly solution, as
no oil is used that might leak and contaminate the
water. This turns them into a real alternative to
hydraulic actuators.”
SA actuators in sizes 07.2 to 16.2 are available
for continuous underwater use. As standard,
the actuators are qualified for up to 15 m head
of water, with higher heads of water available
on request.
All actuator settings including end position setting
for travel and torque are non-intrusive via the AC
actuator controls, with no need to open the actuator
housing. The actuator controls are installed
outside the flooded area, separate from the
valve and actuator. Cable lengths up to 100m can
be achieved.

Benefits:
· Highly reliable, low
energy consuming, easy
to service pump
· Low noise operation
· Mobile and compact
design
· Corrosion resistant
wetted components
and hoses

Cat Pumps (UK) Ltd.
Tel: 01252 622031 | sales@catpumps.co.uk | www.catpumps.co.uk
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Tel: +44(0)1275 871141
Email: mail@auma.co.uk
Web: www.auma.com
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CALL US ON +44 1284 700350

THE LEADING UK STOCKIST
• TT VALVES - Carbon steel gate,
globe and check valves
• FRANKLIN - Expanding plug,
double block and bleed valves
• BRAY FLOWTEK - Floating
ball valves
• DAFRAM - Trunnion mounted
ball valves
• WEFLO - Cast iron gate, globe
and check valves
• TESTING AND ACTUATION In house facilities

D&D International Valves Limited has
established itself as a leading supplier
of valves for use in the oil and
petrochemical industries.
Email: sales@ddvalves.com
Call: +44 1284 700350

PROVIDING FLOW CONTROL SOLUTIONS FOR OVER 30 YEARS

T +44 1284 700350 E sales@ddvalves.com W ddvalves.com

Functional Safety – Demystifying
Product Certificates

I

EC 61508:2010 does not state that
certification of products is necessary to
claim compliance with the requirements
of the standard. However, certification
of products can be used to support its
integrity, availability and reliability, once it is
implemented within a safety instrumented
system (SIS).
The current methodology of issuing
certificates to IEC 61508 does not follow
a uniform approach, nor is it supported
by a conformity assessment scheme.
This means that Certification Bodies
can follow their own interpretation of the
requirements, resulting in varying degrees
of information being present on certificates
and reports.
The challenge for a manufacturer
or a system integrator is, therefore,
understanding truly what they have bought,
and whether the product can indeed
perform to the desired level of integrity as
part of a SIS.
Ultimately, ambiguous and inconsistent
data provided on a certificate can place an
expense on manufacturers for incorrect
certification that has no strength once the
product gets to the bidding stage.
So, what information would you expect to
see in your Functional Safety certificate
and how do you know that it is correct?
The below outlines the key parameters
and information that should be available
within the certificate that provide end
users/system integrators with enough
information to satisfy that the desired
safety integrity level (SIL) of their system
can be achieved.

How do you demonstrate
product complies with
the requirements of IEC
61508:2010?
The product safety function assessment
should deliver the main parameters defined
in the requirements of IEC 61508:2010 for
the intended SIL and be capable for use in
the safety instrument function. You need to
demonstrate that your product meets the
requirements of IEC 61508:2010 for the
applicable SIL when being used to carry out
the safety function it has been designed for.
How can this be achieved? For best
practice, the following information should

Reproduction of Certificate by kind permission of Rotork Controls Plc

be included in all Functional Safety product
certificates as a minimum:
• Random Hardware Safety Integrity
Capability (SIL).
• Systematic Safety Integrity Capability
(SC).
• Route of compliance (1H, 2H, 1S, 2S
or 3S).
• Assessment Standard: ensure the latest version of IEC 61508 is used (i.e.
IEC 61508:2010).
• Product Type (Type A, Type B as per
clause 7.4.4.1.2/3 of IEC 61508:2010-2).
• Failure rates (λsu, λsd, λdu & λdd).
• Probability of dangerous failure on
demand (PFD).
• Probability of dangerous failure per
hour (PFH).
• Safe Failure Fraction (SFF).
• Hardware Fault Tolerance (HFT).
• Diagnostic Coverage (DC).

Key Takeaways
1) Request
supporting
assessment
reports that have been used as the
basis of certification.
2) Investigate what basis third parties
have for offering certification (do they
have the relevant accreditation?)
3) When certified by a non-accredited
third party, perform due diligence to
verify that the information within the
certificate is in accordance with IEC
61508:2010.
4) Ensure both random hardware safety
integrity and systematic safety integrity
have been assessed and included within
the certificate.
CSA Group (Sira Certification Service) is
a UKAS accredited certification body for
a range of hazardous area certification
schemes, including Functional Safety. For
more information regarding Functional
Safety please contact us.

• Safety function definition of the product.
• Safety function demand type.
• Proof test interval.
Using the above list of parameters
mitigates any of the aforementioned issues
and supports certified products, removing
any possible ambiguity.

Tel: +44(0)1244 670 900
Email: ukinfo@csagroup.org
Web: www.csagroupuk.org
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Flowstar now keeps large stocks of
the Bailey G4 Pressure Reducing Valve

Flowstar offers same day despatch on this product.
They keep the flanged valves undrilled and can drill the
same day to match any flange type you require.

B

ailey has been trading in the UK since
1832. The Bailey G4 Pilot operated
pressure reducing valve is probably
the most widely used industrial reducing
valve in the UK. Flowstar is a well-known
UK stockist of Safety, Relief and Reducing
valves that has been trading for over
25 years.

Product Summary
The Bailey ‘G4’ Series of pilot operated
pressure reducing valves offers a

comprehensive range for control of vital
services such as steam, air and fine
industrial gases. The ‘G4’ is a self-acting,
integral mounted pilot operated pressure
reducing valve, which is designed to be
extremely compact and versatile. The
‘G4’ has become a symbol for accuracy
of control, high performance, quality and
reliability. The ‘G4’ has set the standard
which all other pressure reducing valves
strive to achieve.
• Accuracy - capable of regulating outlet
pressure within +/- 0.5%.
• Integral pilot - extremely compact
design.
• Self-actuated - no external power
source required.
• Fully balanced - stability of control
regardless
of
inlet
pressure
fluctuations.

Service Kit

• World renowned - over 30 years’
service experience in worldwide
industries.

Service & Repair Kits
Flowstar also keeps on stock the Bailey
G4 service kit and the G4 repair kit. The
service kit includes the diaphragm, joints,
piston rings and pilot valve cap. The repair
kit includes all of the service kit parts plus
the pilot valve assembly, main valve, seat
and spring.

• Full lift capability – maximum capacity/
minimum size.
• Positive shut off - ensures leak free
operation.

Repair Kit
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• Interchangeability - many components
are interchangeable between the
various types and sizes, therefore
easily adapted, metal/soft seats, high/
low pressure.

Tel: +44(0)1482 601030
Email: hull@flowstar.co.uk
Web: www.flowstarvalveshop.com

Parker Extends Distribution Manifold
Range to Meet Requirements for Lower
Pressure Applications
Parker Hannifin, the global
leader in motion and control
technologies, has extended its
range of distribution manifolds
with a new low pressure version.

K

nown as the Air Header Distribution Manifold, this product
is approved to operate at pressures up to 275 psi. The
new product complements Parker’s Hi Pro range which is
suitable for applications up to a maximum cold working pressure
of 6,000 psi.
Jim Breeze, Product Manager for Parker, explains: “We have
responded to customer demand to release these new Air
Header Distribution Manifolds which are ideal for lower pressure
applications. They perfectly complement our range of high
pressure distribution manifolds, offering an enhanced choice
to customers.”
Parker’s low pressure Air Header Distribution Manifolds are
designed to distribute air from the compressor to the actuators
on pneumatic instruments, such as steam flow meters, pressure
controllers and valve positioners. These distribution manifolds are
designed for use with air only and are supplied with a number of
lockable ball valves on opposite sides, right-hand side only or lefthand side only. These manifolds are suitable for use in the oil and
gas and petrochemical industries.

They perfectly complement
our range of high pressure
distribution manifolds
Air header manifold low pressure, upright.

Manufactured from AISI 316 Stainless Steel, removing the
possibility of internal scaling and therefore enhancing durability,
the Air Header Distribution Manifolds offer customers complete
system compatibility that reduces installation time and potential
leak paths. These distribution manifolds are fabricated by coded
welders and then non-destructive tested to guarantee full
penetration welds. This reduces the number of potential leak
paths, rather than the alternative method of fabricating with
instrumentation connections, threads and tubing. Pre fabrication
also reduces assembly time on site.

Parker provides a complete single source supply for fittings, tubing
and pressure gauges associated with this product, which can all be
bought on a single order. As well as simplifying procurement, this
ensures the customer receives a standardised solution. For more
information, contact Parker or visit the website.

Parker’s Air Header Distribution Manifolds feature lockable
handles as standard, which prevent accidental manual actuation
of the outlet valve.

Tel: +44(0)1271 313131
Email: ipd@parker.com
Web: www.parker.com
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Aberdeen Operations Centre Poised
to Deliver Exemplary Customer
Value and Service

Pressure testing bunkers and low-pressure
pneumatic controls in addition to highdefinition camera systems have been
installed on all pressure testing bunkers.
(Image courtesy of Schlumberger)
The Aberdeen facility has undergone upgrades in the areas of efficiency and
quality, including the redesign of pressure testing bunkers to accommodate
high-pressure equipment. (Image courtesy of Schlumberger)

In alignment with the pursuit of excellence in customer service and
technology, our operations centre for valves and measurement products now
located in Aberdeen embarked on a year of significant milestones in 2016.

F

ocused efforts in the areas of OEM
valve engineering and manufacture,
operator safety in pressure testing,
and quality accreditation to ISO 9001:2008
culminated in the facility becoming a hub
for the Schlumberger Europe, Africa,
Russia, and Central Asia region.

Vast reduction in lead time
Operators are witnessing the value of
engagement with an OEM provider.
Offshore, a major operator was having
issues with some critical ball valves. These
valves were planned to be returned to
the workshop in the Badentoy Industrial
Estate. Serial numbers were advised before
the valves left the offshore installation,
expediting bills of materials and valve
drawings. All soft goods, bearing kits, and
body plugs were preordered. The Aberdeen
centre was able to complete quality
turnaround of these critical valves in a
time frame aligned with client operational
requirements to meet shutdown deadline.
All required special tooling is available in
this OEM facility. For example, an ORBIT
valve was received from an end user; the
valve had been stripped by another service
provider without having tooling on hand.
This resulted in damage to the valve body

and seat pocket and required significant
rework at extra cost and an extended
lead time. Since the Aberdeen facility has
a stock holding of some critical spares
available for these valves, the valve was
fully overhauled including seat pocket
remanufacture, replacement of all internal
components and returned for installation
in a rolling maintenance cycle.
In addition to high-quality valve offerings
and repair services, operators are taking
advantage of additional services not readily
available from valve repair contractors,
such as in house OEM engineering
support, diagnostic services, non-intrusive
leak detection, storage and preservation,
and in-situ field machining.

Upgrades in pressure testing
Located on the Badentoy Industrial Estate,
Portlethen, the Aberdeen facility features
upgraded pressure testing facilities; a 10ton overhead crane and multiple pedestal
cranes are now installed on the site.
New pressure testing equipment has been
designed and built to ensure that all highpressure elements are contained within
the pressure testing bunkers and only lowpressure pneumatic controls are mounted

outside for operator use. Full highdefinition camera systems have also been
installed on all pressure testing bunkers
to allow the operator to view all elements
of the equipment under test as well as
the equipment being used for testing. The
camera systems and full interlock systems
for all bunker doors ensure that there can
be no entry to areas having a potential
for pressure release, reducing risk to
personnel and third-party witnesses.

Achieving next level quality
Following the successful accreditation to
ISO 9001:2008, the center was registered
on the First Point Assessment Limited
(FPAL) supplier management community,
making the information about the division
accessible to major operators in the
European oil and gas industry.

Tel: 01224 982500
Web: www.cameron.slb.com
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Goodwin International announces
successful product launch

Goodwin International Ltd, world renowned
as a manufacturer of check valves, is pleased to
announce the highly successful launch of their new
range of Axial Isolation and Axial Control valves in
the last quarter of 2016.

D

uring an extended period of a low oil
price and a downturn in business,
Goodwin used this as a window of
opportunity to introduce a new range of
products to the hydrocarbon industry.
These products bring a much needed
level of credible competition to what is at
present somewhat of a monopolised niche
market for this type of product. Our market
research and engagement with global
IOCs, NOCs and EPC contractors during
the conceptual design phase yielded very
positive feedback, encouragement and
some very interesting ideas as to what
they would like to see, thoughts and
possible weaknesses / areas of concern in
current designs.
An extensive and detailed design phase
combined with engineering from first
principle methodology has enabled us to
bring products to market that incorporate
novel and innovative features that we
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believe to have significant advantages
over existing designs whilst maintaining
the highest quality, performance and
reliability that is demanded by the industry.
The following is a summary of the unique
features for which global patents have
been applied for. The design brief was to
make both platforms as close as possible
between the isolation and control valve
without compromising performance. As
such these innovative features are present
in both designs.

3-piece body design
The most common style of axial flow
Isolation and Control valve body design
incorporates a single piece body design
which, due to its very complex geometry,
can only be produced from a casting
making it inaccessible to both conventional
machining methods and 100% Non
destructive testing (NDE) methods. Both
of which can be cause for concern in

verification of critical casting quality. The
Goodwin design incorporates a novel 3
piece split body design which is widely
accepted across the industry for other
valve types. A precision engineered
bolted body joint combined with advanced
primary and secondary sealing system
complies easily with stringent fugitive
emissions standards and the added body
stiffness achieved through the bolted joint
allows for much tighter internal tolerances
on the piston rod running mechanism
which, under high pressures, is not
available on one piece designs. The
latter requiring much larger clearance
tolerances on the running system under
high pressure.
Manufacturing a 3 piece body design is a
much simpler casting process therefore
significantly reducing casting defect rates.
There is also 100% access to all parts for
NDE thus the ability to fully verify casting
quality. The 3 piece design can also be
produced from forgings where required
and has the flexibility to have different
sized inlet or outlet flanges which is
particularly advantageous in compressible
fluid applications.

Rack-Pinion-Rack gear train
mechanism
Almost all axial flow Isolation and Control
valves use linear actuation to position

the piston. The most common and widely
adopted linear mechanism makes use of
a 45° 1:1 sliding rack to convert vertical
linear motion to horizontal linear motion in
order to position, open or close the valve.
This design is subject to high frictional
forces when moving under load resulting
in higher actuation forces to reliably
operate the valve. This design is inherently
susceptible to galling and seizure after
a period of cycling under load, especially
where there is limited lubrication. The
friction and wear of the gear teeth and
sliding bearing areas will degrade over
time abrading away any hardened surface
treatments.
The Goodwin rack-pinion-rack mechanism
address the issues associated with the
sliding rack mechanism. It is almost
impossible for this galling or gear train
seizure failure mode to occur. A rolling
gear mechanism has high efficiency and
therefore, low frictional losses, reducing
the actuation forces necessary to operate
the valve. The lower the forces to position
the valve the less the strain and wear on
the actuator promoting longevity. The
failure mode with the rack-pinion-rack
mechanism is graceful where an increase
in backlash would become evident over
several million cycles. The degradation
is easily measured without having to
dismantle the valve.

Fully pressure balanced design
The Goodwin design is a truly fully
pressured design enabling the use of
compact and cost effective actuation
compared to other valve types. Pressure
balancing is equally effective in both
forward and reverse pressure conditions.
The valve can be opened against full
differential pressure. Breakout forces are
minimal as only the seal and mechanical
frictional forces are to be overcome, thus
negating the need for a bypass or pilot valve
to equalise the pressure to open the valve.
Isolation valve closure time is less than 2
seconds irrespective of valve size.
Axial flow has a low turbulence streamlined
annular flow path resulting is very low
fixed pressure drops, high capacity and low
noise design.
Goodwin has conducted in house testing
of its sealing and gearing mechanism
using a bespoke manufactured hydraulic
endurance test rig which yielded very
positive results. In addition, for our control
valve we have designed and installed a blow
down test facility with an acoustic chamber
to enable us to validate capacity, flow
characteristic and acoustic performance.
We have further developed our own bespoke
control valve sizing software program in
compliance with the requirements of IEC
60534. This combined with our blow down
test facility allow us to firstly validate our

Goodwin axial isolation valve

Goodwin axial control valve

software but secondly to experiment and
optimise cage trim designs quickly and
efficiently with the surety that what we
provide to our customers is correct.

All exhibition events were very well
attended with a significant level of interest
and excitement generated amongst both
existing and potential Goodwin customers.

Current scope of Axial Isolation
and Control valve manufacture

Highlights for 2016 include:

• 2”-48” Valve Size range
• ASME 150-2500lb, API 3000 – 15,000
Pressure class range
• Carbon, Low temperature Carbon,
Stainless, Duplex, Super Duplex,
Low-High Alloy, Nickel Alloy and
Titanium steels.
• Isolation Valve Fire tested design to
API 6FA – ISO 10497 verified by Lloyds
register
• Hydro tested to API 598, FCI 70-2,
ASME B16.37 (Tight shut off to FCI 70-2
Class VI)
• Control Valve Sizing in compliance with
IEC 60534
• Face to Face dimensions generally in
accordance with ASME B16.10, interchangeable with Ball and Globe valves.
(Customers specific F-F available
upon request)

• 120 visitors attending the Goodwin new product launch reception at
Valve World.
• These visitors comprised end-users,
EPC personnel, as well as other specifiers and buyers of valve products
• Consulate General of Great Britain to
Germany, Mrs Susan Spellor, visited
the Goodwin International Valve World
exhibition stand
• Several significant enquiries generated
at each exhibition for both Isolation and
Control valve applications
• Editorials on both valves printed in a
number of high profile technical journals and magazines.
With further new products in the
development pipeline, plus several more
showcase events selected for attendance
in 2017/18, Goodwin looks forward to
continued success in the valve industry.

• Control valve single and multi stage
trims designed for compressible and
incompressible fluids, Anti-Cavitation,
Noise Attenuation and high pressure
drop.
• Linear, Equal Percentage and Fast
Opening control valve cage trim
characteristics available.
Both of the new products have been
showcased at premier events in the valve
calendar including Rio Oil & Gas, ADIPEC
2016 and Valve World 2016.

Tel: +44(0)1782 220 000
Email: flowcontrol@goodwingroup.com
Web: www.goodwinflowcontrol.com
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Leengate Valves see in 2017 with
the Launch of a New Website

A few of Leengate Valves
Manufacturing Partners

Leengate Valves saw huge expansions in
2016 with the opening of their new dedicated
distribution centre, adding a further 10,000
square feet to their already huge capacity for
stock holding, enabling extended shipping
hours for next day delivery across the UK.

2016 also saw new services from Leengate Valves; including
valve handle printing and gauge calibration, and new product
expansions; including Simplex & Duplex Basket Strainers,
a full range of Brandoni Ball Valves and 150lb BSP Stainless
Steel Fittings.
Continuing their drive forward into a new era, Leengate Valves
have celebrated a brand New Year with the launch of their new,
updated and fully modernized website; offering new features, a
fresh design and an extensive catalogue of valves, actuators and
accessories for the industry.

The new Brands area of the website features key manufacturing
partners’ products and serves to further cement Leengate Valves’
close working relationships with those manufacturers. Leengate
Valves are proud to be open and honest about their manufacturing
partners and that dedication to promoting its manufacturer’s
brands is key to Leengate Valves’ philosophy in the marketplace.
As well as their extensive catalogue and new features enabling
more efficient sourcing of products; the new site also includes
extensive information about the Leengate Valves company,
information about Leengate Valves’ key products and services
as well as easy access areas to request catalogues, apply for an
account or contact the team with any queries you might have.
New features and pages will be added to the new website over the
coming months making it the perfect place to look out for new
products, services and news from Leengate Valves.
Take a look at Leengate Valves’ new website for yourself on the
below address, if you need assistance call a member of the team.

In this first phase, Leengate Valves’ new website not only gives its
customers the opportunity to place their orders online but has also
been fully updated with the user’s experience in mind; meaning
making enquiries, checking on data and finding suitable products
has been made easier than ever before.
Leengate’s customers can now browse their product catalogue by
valve type, search by keyword / product number or even browse
products supplied by a specific manufacturer.
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Tel: +44(0)1773 521 555
Email: info@leengatevalves.co.uk
Web: www.leengatevalves.co.uk

Rotork Introduces a Revolutionary
Wireless Valve Monitoring Concept
Rotork RI Wireless is a
revolutionary concept for
wireless valve monitoring
and diagnostics, offering
end users significant cost
benefits. The field proven
solution delivers capital
and operating expenditure
reduction, increased safety
and increased productivity.
Features of the RI Wireless system include:
• No wires, conduits, cable trays or
cabinets.
• Accurate position indication with alarm
capability, identifying to the control
system the exact position of the valve,
in percentage of openness (0%-100%)
or by exact degree.

The RI Wireless VMD collects
dynamics-of-state data from the
actuator or valve and transmits
it as a 64-point packet, providing
the information required for
preventative maintenance.

• Real-time
feedback
with
100
milliseconds response time, regardless
of the number of devices in the network.
• Simple system scalability; additional
sensors installed are auto discovered
and become part of the network.
• Self-healing wireless mesh network
with dynamic routes enabling flexibility,
redundancy and resiliency.
• Diagnostic capabilities for actuated
valves in the routine operation.
• Certified Zone 1 Intrinsically Safe for
hazardous areas.
• Lightweight sensor (180 gram).
• Full installation, commissioning and
site service support
• Complete valve adaption
provided by Rotork Valvekits.

service

The system comprises of a small, battery
powered Valve Monitoring Device (VMD)
that is installed on existing or new valve
actuators using a NAMUR interface, or on
manual valves with an ISO 5211 interface.
The VMD collects dynamics-of-state
data from the actuator or valve and
transmits it as a 64-point packet, providing
the information required for preventative
maintenance.

Complete valve adaption service
provided by Rotork Valvekits.
A network of Valve Device Routers (VDR)
transfer the monitoring data from the
VMDs on a wireless MESH network to the
Tunneling VDR (TVDR), which is the ‘last
hop’ VDR that transfers the data to the RI
Wireless Gateway, an industrial computer
that manages the RI Wireless system.
Several TVDRs can be connected to the
RI Wireless Gateway via Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) or Internet Protocol
(IP) networks.
The final element in the structure is the RI
Wireless Management System (WMS), a
software management tool that provides
operational and maintenance data in
common industrial standard connections
to an HMI, DCS or PLC.
The system is programmed and
commissioned using a hand-held Operator

Device (OD) instrument that provides oneto-one wireless communication with the
VMDs. In addition to supporting installation
and configuration, the primary functions of
the OD are turning devices on and off and
receiving real-time feedback regarding the
status of individual VMDs.

Tel: +44 (0)1623 440211
Email: sales@rotorkvalvekits.com
Web: www.rotorkvalvekits.com
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Hydravalve (UK) LTD
Strengthen Its Sales Team

Left to right: Andy Newham (Managing Director), Robin Goodfellow & Mark Brooks

Hydravalve (UK) LTD whose
specialism is process valves
and actuation, has strengthened
its sales team in 2016 with the
recent recruits of Mark Brooks
and Robin Goodfellow.

D

Joining the external sales team is Robin Goodfellow, with over 13
years’ experience working in the process, steam and fluid power
industry. Robin will be using his wealth of knowledge working with
new and existing clients, and will be tailoring valve packages to
their individual needs and requirements.
Andy Newham (Managing Director) welcomed the new
appointments with the following statement “Our mission has
always been to provide customers with unrivalled levels of service,
technical expertise and high quality products. Mark and Robin will
complement those qualities, and will further strengthen our sales
team”.
For information about Hydravalve, please visit the website.

ue to economical factors, 2016 demonstrated to be a
challenging but successful year for Hydravalve. The company
has shown strong customer focus by maintaining price levels
during this year, something which only a minority of companies
in the industry could do. Furthermore, following significant
investment into the business in 2016, the employment of two new
recruits was needed to support the growth of the business.
Mark Brooks (Actuation Specialist) joins the internal sales team.
Mark has an excellent technical background in the valve and
actuation industry. With over 15 years’ experience supplying J+J
electric actuators, Mark strengthens the sales team with his
technical knowledge and expertise in this field.
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Tel: +44(0)1902 637263
Email: sales@hydravalve.co.uk
Web: www.hydravalve.co.uk

ABB Introduces
Measurement Care
Service Agreements
for Process Plants

Process Valves & Actuators

ABB creates new cost-effective
set of instrumentation and analyser
maintenance service agreements for
process plants

A

BB Measurement and Analytics has introduced a new
set of service agreements aimed at helping process
plant operators to maximise the performance of
their installed instruments and analysers throughout their
working lifetime.

Hydraulic Components

Called Measurement Care, the service agreement bundles
tiers of maintenance services tailored to the particular
needs of a plant. ABB’s customized service agreements for
plant instrumentation and analyzers help secure long-term
peak performance, minimize unexpected plant downtime,
and provide realistic budgets.
The Measurement Care modular service arrangement
incorporates three maintenance service categories: Rapid
Response, Lifecycle Management, and Performance
Improvement. Rapid response includes timely technical
support and swift workshop repairs. Lifecycle Management
offers spare parts recommendations, regular inspections,
and preventive maintenance. Performance Improvement
monitors asset conditions on site or remotely using data
to predict maintenance needs and optimize operations.
Measurement Care service arrangements offer competent
and affordable maintenance solutions to keep processes
and plants running at optimum levels.
For more information, contact ABB on the below referencing
‘Measurement Care’.

Tel: +44(0)870 600 6122
Email: enquiries.mp.uk@gb.abb.com
Web: www.abb.com

Industrial Valves
Bonomi (UK) Ltd

The Fluid Power Centre,
Watling Street, Nuneaton,
Warwickshire, CV11 6BQ
Tel: +44 (0)24 7635 4535
Fax: +44 (0)24 7635 4143
sales@bonomi.co.uk
www.bonomi.co.uk

EnerMech Strikes US
Partnership with Hydratron
EnerMech has signed a distributorship agreement with Pressure Technologies
Plc owned company Hydratron which covers North, South and Central America.

I

n addition to providing sales and technical
support for Hydratron’s range of high
pressure and flow control products,
EnerMech will also act as a service and
build-centre for the Americas.
Formed more than 35 years ago,
Hydratron are widely recognised for
creating innovative high-quality products
and solutions that provide performance
assurance. The company supplies the oil
and gas, petrochemical, power generation,
aerospace, automotive and defence
industries.
With bases in Houston, Broussard, Slidell,
(TX) Casper (WY), Trinidad and Mexico,
engineering services group EnerMech
is strategically positioned to roll out
Hydratron products and services into new
geographic and sector markets, while
adding value to its own hydraulics services
business line.

Left to right EnerMech president Americas, Vince Kouns, Hydratron commercial
director Findlay Beveridge, and EnerMech’s Frazer Thomson and Ian Brownhill.

“The EnerMech-Hydratron partnership is
a strong match and we can dovetail a lot
of allied services to offer clients of both
companies a much more integrated and
cost effective service.”
As part of the agreement EnerMech
will also have full rights to rent a fleet of
Hydratron equipment out to the market
place and the intention is to extend this
fleet moving forward.
EnerMech president Americas, Vince Kouns,
(left) with Hydratron commercial director
Findlay Beveridge

... there are excellent
opportunities to introduce
Hydratron products to a new
client-base.
Frazer Thomson, EnerMech general
manager hydraulics for Americas, said:
“We believe that with the geographic reach
EnerMech can offer, there are excellent
opportunities to introduce Hydratron
products to a new client-base and at the
same time create opportunities for our
own well established service lines.
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Hydratron commercial director, Findlay
Beveridge, said: “Hydratron Inc and
EnerMech have enjoyed a close working
relationship over many years and we are
delighted that this partnership will allow
Hydratron to utilise EnerMech’s resources,
reach, regional offices and expertise, to
better serve our growing customer base.”

Tel: +44(0)1224 723300
Email: sales@enermech.com
Web: www.enermech.com

LK Valves Improve the Design of
Their Storm Valve Product Range

LK Valves new & improved
range of storm valves

LK Valves new design
angle pattern storm valve

LK Valves have introduced a new
and improved range of storm valves,
the new valves are available in sizes
DN50 to DN150, in straight or angled
design and they feature several
innovative improvements.

B

y removing the counter weight and replacing it with a
spring, the weight of the product has been reduced by 40%
compared to equivalent products in the market. The disc of
the valve is vulcanised giving a reliable and resilient sealing. By
avoiding the traditional tilted seat, the flow through the valves has
increased by 10%.
Having engineered out the lead filled counter weight incorporated
in previous models, the new design valves are now compliant with
IHM/Green passport. Critical components, such as the innovative
spring, are placed outside of the media for protection against
corrosion, allowing easy inspection and maintenance - easier to
handle and operate in tight places.
Available with 3.1 certification and Class certification if required,
LK Valves AB are directly involved in the design, development and
production of their new storm valve range. They are manufactured
at their own production facility to ensure they meet with their high
quality standard throughout the entire production process.

LK Valves new design straight
patterns storm valve

In-fact LK Valves has recently moved their manufacturing operation
to a larger purpose built facility, the new factory has a total
operational area of 4800 m² which includes the production area,
warehousing and office space for testing and development. The
contract was signed in June 2016, and the plant was inaugurated
in October 2016.
This larger plant gives LK the ability to develop quality-testing
processes and focus even more on the development of new,
more efficient high-quality products. It was constructed based on
expected growth in both the marine and industrial markets and
moving forward will enable LK to meet the needs of its customers.
LK Valves & Controls has been the UK and Eire exclusive agent,
stockist and distributor for LK Valves AB for over a decade and
hold large stocks of the LK Valves extensive range of industrial
and marine valves and strainers at their Liverpool premises for
immediate dispatch.
For more information, ex-stock and short lead time supply please
contact one of LK Valves & Controls experienced team.

Tel: +44 (0)151 548 3300
Email: sales@lkvalvesandcontrols.co.uk
Web: www.lkvalvesandcontrols.co.uk
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Raising Standards for Chlorine Service

Open bellows design after chlorine service

Flowstream — Hunt &
Mitton have become only
the 5th valve company in the
world to have their bellows
sealed globe valves designs
approved by Euro Chlor.
BVAA’s Director Rob Bartlett
was delighted to be able to
participate in a certificate
ceremony at the recent Valve
World Expo event, on the
BVAA stand.

W

orldwide over 60 million tonnes
of chlorine are produced. It is
a chemical that has become
essential for our daily lives. However,
it is an extremely hazardous chemical.
It must be safely contained inside the
pipework system during its manufacture
and subsequent use. As part of their
commitment to promote the best safety,
health and environmental practices Euro
Chlor, the organisation representing
European chlorine manufactures, have
established standards for the valves used
in chlorine service, which are recognised
as defacto world standards.
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Bubble tight after 4 years’ service.

The Euro Chlor approval is a performance
based approval. Valves must have
completed a minimum of 2 years successful
field trials with two Euro Chlor member
companies before full certification can be
achieved. The Flowstream approval covers
the Hunt & Mitton Series 8800 & 8801 in
sizes 1” to 6”, PN40 and Class 300 pressure
temperature ratings.
Euro Chlor’s latest specification GEST
06/318 published in June 2012 challenged
the approved manufacturers to improve the
quality of their castings. The acceptance
criteria was raised from ASTM E446 Level
3 to Level 2. However, manufacturers
were still allowed to accept batches of
castings using radiographic testing on a
sampling basis. The casting process has
many variables and inevitably a percentage
of those castings not tested have defects
exceeding the acceptance criteria. Rather
than following the sampling approach
Flowstream wanted to be able to give Euro
Chlor a 100% guarantee that their castings
achieved the Level 2 specification hence
their decision to radiograph every casting.
The Hunt and Mitton design has been
shown to give exceptional tight shut off
performance. Valves that have been in
service for four years were consistently
found to be still giving bubble tight shut off
when removed for examination and testing
as part of the approval process. Users have
been most impressed with the quality of

the disc sealing surface compared with
their previous experience of other designs.
The valves are manufactured in China. The
Flowstream manufacturing and quality
processes were rigorously investigated
by Euro Chlor supported by independent
audits by LRQA and TÜV.
Flowstream Managing Director Nick
Greenall was very enthusiastic about their
achievement. “We are extremely proud
of this certification. It is an important
milestone in our strategy of bringing a
better product, at a lower price to the
Chlor-alkali industry around the world.”
For more information or if you have
any queries regarding this press
release, contact Martin Greenhalgh on
m.greenhalgh@flowstream.co.uk

Tel: +44(0)161 425 7421
Email: info@flowstream.co.uk
Web: www.flowstream.co.uk

PROFINET extension
for AUMA actuators
A new interface for AC .2 actuator controls now allows
AUMA actuators to be integrated into PROFINET
networks, giving the actuator manufacturer a second
Industrial Ethernet-based networking option alongside
Modbus TCP/IP.

T

he new interface meets the requirements of PROFINET specification 2.3
and supports Conformance Class B (CC-B). Rates of up to 100 Mbit/s are
possible. Implementation into line and loop topologies is facilitated by the
integrated switch function. Loop topologies additionally provide redundancy
via the Media Redundancy Protocol (MRP). Physical connection is made via
field-assembled RJ45 connectors. Commissioning, handling of actuators, and
Belleville_A4fpAd
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The new PROFINET interface allows AUMA actuators to
be integrated into Industrial Ethernet environments.

Page 1

fault diagnostics are easy and convenient, thanks to
features including automatic address assignment.

Belleville Springs is a member of the Springmasters® Group

Consultancy, Design,
Manufacture and
Distribution...

Your
complete
solution for
DISC SPRINGS AND BELLEVILLE WASHERS
Arthur Street, Lakeside, Redditch, Worcestershire B98 8JY.
Tel: +44 (0)1527 500500
Fax: +44 (0)1527 517039
info@bellevillesprings.com
www.bellevillesprings.com

AUMA actuators with a PROFINET interface integrate
smoothly into network infrastructures, and can
be identified and addressed by device name or IP
address from any point on the network. An integrated
web server allows swift and easy performance
of connection tests, status requests and fault
diagnostics at any time. All operation commands and
feedback signals offered by the Profibus DP protocol
are available to AC actuator controls thanks to the
standardised device description (GSDML).

“We are currently observing an increasing trend in
process automation towards robust and versatile
Industrial Ethernet standards, combining the
advantages and functions of common fieldbus
protocols with the speed and proven design of
Ethernet-based technologies”, says Werner Laengin,
Senior Product Manager at AUMA. “With the new
PROFINET interface, AUMA is maintaining its leading
role in providing field devices with state-of-the-art
communication technology.”
The PROFINET interface is available for SA multiturn actuators and SQ part-turn actuators with
AC integral actuator controls. It can be ordered as
of now.

Tel: +44(0)1275 871141
Email: mail@auma.co.uk
Web: www.auma.com
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HIGH QUALITY VALVE TESTING EQUIPMENT
HYDROPRO™ TEST CONSOLE

TURN- AROUND-TESTER™

HYDROPRO™ UNIVERSAL
STRAIGHT VALVE TESTER

SMARTEST™ - DAAS

HYDROPRO™ UNIVERSAL
FLANGE VALVE TESTER

SMARTEST PLUS™ - DACS

SAFETY RELIEF VALVE TESTER

VALVE REPAIR MACHINES

The HYDROPRO™ Console is easy to use
and versatile enough to perform a wide variety
of valve tests when paired with a hydraulic
clamping system or even blind flanging.

The HYDROPRO™ Universal Straight Valve
Tester - Clamp Fixture clamps and seals
straight-bodied valves for pressure testing.
Capable of hydrostatic tests up to 9700 psi
and low-pressure air tests up to 125 psi.

The HYDROPRO™ Universal Flange Valve Tester
- Clamp Fixture clamps and seals flanged valves
for pressure testing. Capable of hydrostatic tests
up to 9700 psi and low-pressure air tests up to
125 psi. Paired with an HFS this is the best way
to test API valves.

The Safety Relief Valve Tester performs SRV set
pressure and seat leakage tests. Our unique 'J'
tube design allows for a free flow of air or water
from the source to the SRV being tested
providing a cushion of air under the SRV seat to
prevent seat damage.

The CALDER TURN-AROUND-TESTER™,
is designed for easy transportation to jobsites
making it ideal for valve servicing companies
or plant turn-arounds, eliminating the need
for taking valves back to the shop. The
Turn-Around-Tester™ is a one-stop shop for
valve testing on-site.

The SMARTEST™ - DAAS captures the
performance of your valve test digitally. The
system will allow the operator to isolate any
point along the graph line of the test to display
the numeric value of the pressure.

The SMARTEST PLUS™ - DACS gives the
user maximum control of the valve test allowing
for increased and unrivalled productivity. The
Variable Sample Rate provides a high density
data stream which is suitable for most short
term tests.

Lightweight for easy handling and
installation, our valve grinding and lapping
machines span working ranges for gate valves
from 1.3 to 39.4 inches
(32 to 1000 mm).

Get in touch for more
information 0161 406 1720
PBurden@cpmt.com
Unit 7 Castlehill Industrial Estate, Bredbury Industrial Park
Horsﬁeld Way, Stockport SK6 2SU

Successful offshore installation of
Mokveld’s Typhoon® System on
Statoil’s Troll C installation
Mokveld’s low
shear Typhoon
System has once
again demonstrated
the robustness of
the technology.

T

he system is installed on the Statoil
operated Troll C platform controlling
well fluids from the Fram Vest
field. Operating at the most challenging
conditions for which the unit is designed,
the Typhoon System showed an impressive
60% improvement in the produced
water quality (OiW) in comparison to the
conventional choke valve that is installed in
parallel with the unit.

Mokveld-Angle Typhoon System-offshore

The UK’s largest independent
stockist of

Safety Relief & Pressure
Reducing Valves

Combined with the previously obtained
improvements of 60-90% water quality
during the prototype test and the 45%
improvement in water quality during the
pilot test on Statoil’s operated Oseberg C
platform, the Typhoon System’s patented
technology to reduce shear forces on
dispersed liquids is unquestioned and
unparalleled.
The low shear flow control Typhoon
System, developed in cooperation with
Typhonix AS, is the simplest and most cost
efficient manner to improve separation of
mixed liquids. No additional equipment,
expensive modifications, high heat input,
or chemicals are required. Just install
the Mokveld Typhoon System in place
of conventional choke or control valve
technology and separation is improved.

With additional units being deployed in the
near future in the Dutch sector of the North
Sea and in the Gulf of Mexico, the low shear
flow control Typhoon System results in
cleaner production, enhanced separation
processes and reduced chemical usage in
the production of our energy needs today.

Tel: +44(0)1285 700719
Email: uk@mokveld.com
Web: www.mokveld.com
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INTELLIGENT VALVE ACTUATION
MODULAR CONTROL & OPEN PROTOCOL COMMUNICATIONS
The world’s leading electric actuator specialist allows you to specify the
perfect actuator for your application with a modular approach for speed of build
and flexibility. Choose from open protocol communications including industrial
Ethernet.
σ Improve control with variable speed options, eliminate water hammer and

linearise flow

σ Manage assets better and plan maintenance with remote diagnostics.

Reduce data cabling costs

σ Modular approach allows design flexibility, minimises on-site time and

system costs and improves health and safety

σ Mount actuator controls locally or remotely from the gearbox and valve

for accessibility

σ Pre-build subassemblies to reduce site time
σ Certified training for expert support

Contact AUMA to discover more...
Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141 mail@auma.co.uk www.auma.com
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Contact BVAA Members at www.bvaa.org.uk/member_list.asp
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